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 If, at the beginning of my thesis work, somebody were to tell me how much I 
would need to rely on others in order to finish this journey I would not have believed 
them. I use the phrase ‘rely on others’ generally as there are many challenges associated 
with the pursuit of a Ph.D. Mentorship and guidance attributed to the research and 
academic components of the program are obviously large and important, however, of 
equal magnitude are the emotional, psychological, and interpersonal components that 
constitute the remainder of the experience. I have found that it is inside these ‘soft’ 
experiences that we learn about ourselves (and others) and we learn these lessons in ways 
that are not predictable. I have been blessed; with very few exceptions those who have 
helped me along my path afforded generosity, kindness, and patience throughout my time 
as a graduate student – To them I am forever grateful and hope that when it is my time to 
act as a mentor, confidant, or friend I may do justice to the standard they have set. 
 First, I would like to thank Professor R. Graham Cooks for allowing me the 
opportunity to join Aston Labs. His work ethic and passion for science is fierce which 
serves as a reminder that one’s scientific development does not end upon obtaining a 
doctoral degree, but rather it begins. The quality and quantity of publications, awards, 
and scientific achievements that are held by Prof. Cooks do much to inspire personal as 
well as professional excellence. Moreover, the culture of the laboratory is one of 
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camaraderie where high character people work together to accomplish high quality 
science. I am grateful for the experience of having worked with Prof. Cooks and to have 
been able to walk in the footsteps of the students before me. 
 One of my most surprising conversations I have had was with Dr. Robert J. Noll 
on the topic of Big Ten football. While I am likely to forget, this conversation educated 
me to not pass judgment on how astute scientific professionals can be on the topic of 
collegiate athletics, or any other topic for that matter. I want to express my sincere 
appreciation for your open door policy and the willingness talk through an idea or 
problem and to lend your perspective. Your insights routinely offered a fresh perspective 
that challenged me scientifically to complete more meaningful experiments, to be diligent 
in data reduction, and to consider multiple points of view in the critique of my own work. 
Thank you again and best of luck in your endeavors as a Sycamore. 
 As a retuning student myself I have some perspective on how challenging it is to 
return to academics. Jason, your decision to return to school and the fortitude you 
demonstrated by completing your bachelors degree made us all proud. Through the years 
you have been an outstanding resource for all of the chemistry students who had marginal 
understanding of electrical circuits and poor technique when it came to soldering, taping, 
shrink wrapping, etc. Thank you for your patience and willingness to educate us in 
methods of troubleshooting, operation of electronic test and measurement equipment, 
circuit layout, and parts selection. Hopefully we were able to teach you some chemistry 
and theory of ion trap operation. 
 A special thank you to Dr. Jake Shelley and Dr. Jon Dalgleish for their 
camaraderie in the completion of the backpack instrument; this was by far the best team I 
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have been a part of and to this day I am surprised at how much we learned what we were 
able to accomplish. In the future there will undoubtedly be MS instrumentation, 
reminiscent of the backpack unit, which will surface in airports, border checkpoints, 
mobile crime labs, and the like. Many people will get credit for this advancement. We, 
however, will know that work completed on the backpack project was of the initial 
discoveries which clearly demonstrated that chemical analysis of this type was possible 
and was completed by a group of focused colleagues between the hours of 12 pm and 12 
am, day-in and day-out, for the months of January, February, March, and April in 2012. 
Thank you again, it was a pleasure to work with the two of you. 
 The ability to communicate technical concepts and ideas is a major part of the 
doctorate program. When involved with research that is heavily weighted in 
instrumentation an additional dimension is added whereby this same communication 
needs to span multiple, different, disciplines. I would like to thank Frank Boudreau, 
Matthew Kirleis, and Matthew McNicholas for being excellent engineers and for all of 
their help on the Mini instrument projects. 
 I would like to thank many of the current lab members with whom I have the 
pleasure of working with, roomed with, and had the opportunity to talk science over a 
few cold beers. These interactions do much to stimulate scientific thinking in a relaxed 
environment and critique what new research is hot and what is not. In no particular order 
Josh Wiley, Kevin Kerian, Alan Jarmusch, Zane Baird, Ryan Espy, Chris Pulman, Ryan 
Bain, Shi Choong, Dr. Xin Li, Anyin Li, Mike Wleklinski, Xin Yan, Cederic D’Hue, and 
Dr. Christina Ferreira have all been influential and I am grateful for the time we have had 
together. I am optimistic that one day our paths will again cross. 
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 I would like to thank the administrative assistants of the lab Brandy McMasters, 
Sarah Johnson, and Leann Herndon. You are awesome and do much to make sure we get 
our orders placed, get reimbursed, get paid, get our reports done (and sent), and get our 
publications submitted. Thank you for taking on this thankless job and having a positive 
attitude all the while- OK, most of the while. 
 I would like to thank all of the former students and post doctoral students who did 
their part to establish projects, resources, and the culture of the lab. The following list of 
names is necessarily incomplete as it could only contain of those with whom I have had 
overlap during my time at Aston Labs. Thank you to Dr. Ewa Sokol, Dr. Santosh 
Soparawalla, and Dr. Jonell Smith for introducing me to the Mini. Thank you to Dr. 
Richard Perry, Dr. Scott Smith, Dr. Marcela Nefliu and Dr. Demian Ifa for critical 
discussion of the research presented by visiting speakers. Thank you to Dr. Dahlia 
Campbell, Dr. Sheran Oradu, Dr. Abraham Bad-Tawiah, Dr. Guangtao Li, Dr. Jobin 
Cyriac, Dr. Chunping Wu, Dr. Fatkhulla Tadjimukhamedov, Dr. Jeffery Maas, Dr. 
Nathan Sanders, and Dr. Sameer Kothari for discussions on chemistry, instrumentation, 
and correct lab practices. 
 I would like to thank the collaborating group Biomedical Engineering group for 
their assistance in the instrumentation development projects. In particular I would like to 
thank Prof. Zheng Ouyang and Tsung-Chi Chen for their help on the backpack and Mini 
12 instruments. 
 Last I would like to thank my wife, immediate family, and friends who allowed 
me to be selfish and pursue my interest in science. Though I will try, I will never be able 
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Chemical analysis by mass spectrometry has become the gold standard due to the 
sensitivity, selectivity, and short analysis times that are afforded by the method. 
Advances in miniaturized vacuum systems, mass analyzers, electronics, and ionization 
sources have allowed for the development of field-portable mass spectrometers. The 
performance of portable instruments has received much attention for their utility in the 
detection of illicit drugs, explosives, environmental contaminants, therapeutic drugs, and 
more recently, biological tissues. Furthermore, detection of the aforementioned 
compounds can be completed at atmospheric pressures and in the presence of complex 
matrices and sample surfaces when used in conjunction with ambient ionization sources. 
The work contained in this thesis is a summary of investigations that touch on different 
themes which further the advancement of miniaturized mass spectrometer 
instrumentation. 
Chapter 1 details the development and performance characterization of a wearable, 
backpack-portable, miniature mass spectrometer- the Mini-S. Based on earlier versions, 
the Mini-S instrument has miniaturized electronics, vacuum system, mass analyzer, and 
ion detection system. Additionally, a key to achieving chemical analysis on time scales 
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relevant for in-situ detection and real-time analysis is the coupling of ambient ionization 
to miniature instruments. Also included in chapter 1 is the development of a co-axial low 
temperature plasma (LTP) probe as an ambient desorption / ionization (ADI) source. 
Chapter 2 extends the work in chapter 1 with the introduction of the Mini 12 mass 
spectrometer and application of touch spray for the characterization of tissues based upon 
detected lipid profiles. 
Rectilinear ion traps (RITs) are a subset of linear ion traps (LITs) that utilize 
planar instead of hyperbolic electrodes to generate a quadrupolar field to confine gas 
phase ions. The simplified geometry of planar electrodes has the advantage of being 
easier to fabricate which reduces fabrication cost and they are easier to scale to 
miniaturized dimensions. Chapter 3 details the performance of a 1/3rd scaled RIT (1.66 x 
1.33 mm) fabricated with stainless steel and introduces the fabrication of RITs with the 
printed circuit board (PCB) material and tooling. The performance of a full size (5 x 4 
mm) PCB-RIT is also detailed. 
A method used to offset the reduced ion capacity associated with dimensional 
miniaturization of the mass analyzer is parallel operation of multiple ion traps, i.e. ion 
trap array. Chapter 4 details the fabrication and operation of an eight-channel array of 
1/3rd scale rectilinear ion traps (RITs) constructed monolithically with stereolithography 
apparatus (SLA). Each ion trap channel inside the array is independently isolated and can 
be controlled with a unique set of RF and DC voltages. Bias tee networks and dedicated 
operational amplifiers were used to improve the overall spectral quality of the device as a 
compensation for dimensional variation of individual ion trap channels. In this work it 





















CHAPTER 1. AUTONOMOUS IN-SITU ANALYSIS AND REAL-TIME CHEMICAL 
DETECTION: NEW MASS SPECTROMETER CONCEPTS, 
INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPMENT, AND PERFORMANCE 
1.1 Introduction 
Mass spectrometry has become a preferred method for chemical analysis because 
of the selectivity, sensitivity, speed of analysis, and wide applicability to diverse classes 
of chemical compounds. Not surprisingly, portable mass spectrometers are highly 
attractive for in-field use for the ability to complete chemical analyses at the location 
from which the sample(s) were obtained. Relative to the traditional practice of collecting 
samples in the field and then shipping those samples to a centralized laboratory for 
analysis, portable mass spectrometers offer greatly reduced time, cost, and effort 
necessary to complete the analysis. Although miniaturized and portable instruments have 
reduced performance relative to laboratory based instruments, this is offset for 
applications which have a critical dependence on the time to obtain results rather than on 
obtaining the lowest levels of detection, highest mass resolution, or greatest mass 
accuracy. The mass spectrometer(s) detailed in this work have been developed to achieve 
in-situ and in-field analysis for a diverse range of chemical compounds and a special 
emphasis has been made to the reduction of raw MS data to information that is 
represented by a series of colored LEDs. 
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Advancements in ion introduction,[1-3] digital electronics,[4-6] and miniaturized 
vacuum systems[2, 7, 8] have improved the performance of portable mass spectrometers. 
Current field portable instruments have parts-per-million (ppm) to parts-per-billion (ppb) 
detection limits, mass ranges suitable for standard organic molecules (m/z 600, or greater), 
unit mass resolution, and are capable of tandem MS[9]. These instruments have been 
developed commercially[8, 10-13] and academically[3, 14-16] and used for the detection 
of explosives, illicit drugs, biological warfare agents[17], food adulterants, pesticides, 
toxic industrial compounds (TICs), and even for select clinical applications.[18-20] 
Notably, ambient ionization methods have been developed for applications that overlap 
with those of portable mass spectrometers and have demonstrated excellent performance 
when compared to data from to liquid and gas chromatography. 
Ambient ionization methods[21] have become increasingly popular because they 
allow selective ionization of a wide range of chemical analytes in the presence of 
complex matrices without sample or surface preparation. Although these sources have 
been mainly characterized on laboratory based instruments they have shown reduced 
analysis time through the elimination of traditional sample preparation, separation, and 
preconcentration procedures. Furthermore, ambient ionization sources typically have 
simple designs and are easily coupled to the mass spectrometer inlet. All of these 
developments are complementary to portable mass spectrometers and contribute to the 
goal of realizing in-situ and real-time chemical analysis with a field-portable mass 
spectrometer. 
Despite advances and commercialization of both portable instrumentation and 
ambient ionization methods their use, especially for in-field applications, has not become 
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widespread. An interesting question can therefore be posed, have advances in ambient 
ionization and portable mass spectrometer instrumentation come together in a manner 
that allow relevant compounds to be analyzed quickly, accurately, and interpreted by 
non-scientists? A number of challenges specific to this inquiry were considered as the 
design criteria for the development of the Mini-S (backpack) and thereafter the Mini 12 
(desktop) miniature mass spectrometers. 
 
 Direct sampling of ions generated at atmospheric pressures 
 Detection of both positively and negatively charged species 
 Integration of the ionization source with the ion inlet 
 Ionization source that requires on optimization 
 Sampling from surfaces with complex geometries and matrices 
 Stability of the system electronics 
 Low operational power 
 Automated instrument operation and data acquisition 
 Automated chemical library searching and data interpretation 
 
Built on the Mini 10 and 11 platforms,[14, 22] the Mini-S and Mini12 utilize 
similar mechanical and turbo molecular pumps, discontinuous atmospheric pressure 
interfaces (DAPI),[2, 3] rectilinear ion traps (RIT)[23] mass analyzers, as well as the 
multipliers and dynode assemblies for detection of positive and negative ion species[24]. 
Performance of the miniaturized vacuum system with limited pumping capabilities is 
offset by short time durations of high ion/neutral conductance into the vacuum manifold 
from atmosphere by utilization of DAPI - a key enabler for instrumentation that is 
constrained by size, weight, and power. Although DAPI reduces the instrument duty 
cycle to approximately two percent because of its pulsed operation, the benefits of 
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sampling ions generated at atmospheric pressure and in sufficient quantities to afford 
relevant sensitivities (ppm to ppb) offset this drawback.  
Because externally generated ions can be sampled at atmospheric pressures, 
ambient ionization sources such as low temperature plasma (LTP),[25] paper spray 
(PS),[26, 27] and desorption electrospray ionization (DESI)[28, 29] in addition to more 
general ionization sources, e.g. nano-electrospray (nESI)[30] and atmospheric pressure 
chemical ionization (APCI),[31] and others can be successfully coupled to the 
miniaturized instrument. Compatibility with a range of different ionization sources 
expands the classes of chemical compounds that can be analyzed relative to systems that 
are restricted to membrane-inlet sampling or solid-phase micro-extraction (SPME) 
columns and therefore greatly expands the utility this portable mass spectrometer. 
In this work, the Mini-S was designed as a wearable instrument that allows for 
maximum portability and greatest flexibility to complete in-situ analysis. This system 
consumes an average of 65 W and can be operated on battery power for 1.5 hrs. The 
instrument form factor is comprised of two sections; a wearable backpack unit housing 
the heaviest components of the instrument (i.e. the vacuum system, electronic control 
boards, batteries, and plasma discharge gas) and a separate handheld head unit which 
contains the mass analyzer, ion detection circuit, sample inlet, and integrated plasma-
based ion source, fig. 1.1. The LTP source is co-axial to the ion transport capillaries (co-
axLTP) and mass analyzer and is designed specifically for geometry-independent 
sampling of target analytes directly from surfaces that have complex matrices and heat 
sensitive surfaces (i.e. human fingers, cloth, and cardboard) at levels as low as 2 µg/cm2.  
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Data reduction and the reporting of chemical information specific to the sample 
was also considerable initiative to this project. A novice user interface (NUI) and library 
search software were developed in conjunction with research partners at JHU/APL to aid 
in instrument operation, data acquisition / reduction, and results interpretation. With this 
software instrument operations such as start-up, pump down, and data acquisition are 
reduced to automated procedures that are initiated via a click button in the NUI. In 
addition, data is automatically interpreted via a library search algorithm that compares 
MS and MSMS data against a user configurable library, and can automatically switch 
between positive and negative polarity during data acquisition. Results from the library 
search are displayed in the NUI which details the matched compounds and in addition 
green, yellow, and red LEDs are present on the handheld unit to act as a visual indicator 
of the detected threat level and instrument status.  
 
1.2 Integration of a Low Temperature Plasma Ion Source 
 
1.2.1 Background 
The primary ion source used on the Mini-S instrument is LTP which belongs to a 
larger category of plasma ionization sources known as dielectric barrier discharge sources 
(DBDs). When used as ion sources DBDs have the following general characteristics (i) 
simple electrode configurations, (ii) low temperatures, (iii) ability to sustain a discharge 
at atmospheric pressures, (iv) can work with a variety of discharge gasses such as helium, 
nitrogen, and argon, and (v) have low power requirements.[32] The earliest industrial 
application of DBDs was for the production of ozone and used for water and surface 
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sterilization. More recently however, DBDs have found utility in analytical chemistry 
because they can ionize diverse classes of chemical compounds through soft ionization 
processes. Moreover, DBDs have demonstrated the ability to selectively ionize target 
analytes in the presence of complex backgrounds and matrices without need for sample 
preparation or surface conditioning and therefore belong to the larger, more general, 
category of ambient ionization sources.[21]  
DBDs differentiate themselves from other plasma sources because an AC voltage, 
as opposed to DC, is used for plasma generation (due to the use of a dielectric) and 
therefore has different chemical / electrical properties that influence the characteristics of 
the plasma such as temperature, electron density, and reagent ion species generation. 
Three of the most prominent DBDs that have demonstrated analytical utility are LTP 
developed by this lab, dielectric barrier discharge ionization (DBDI) developed by X. R. 
Zhang,[33] and plasma-assisted desorption / ionization (PADI) developed by M. 
McCoustra.[34] Of the three, only PADI operates at high frequency RF (<13 MHz @ 
200-500 Vp-p, >5 W) while DBDI and LTP operate at much lower frequencies and are 
typically ~20 kHz (3500 – 4500 Vp-p, 5 – 30 W) and ~2.5 to 35 kHz (2500 to 5000 Vp-p, 
>3 W) respectively. 
Differences between DBDI and LTP sources exist in the arrangement of the 
source electrodes with respect to the sample and inlet of the mass spectrometer. In the 
case of DBDI the high voltage electrode is a hollow metal needle, supplying the 
discharge gas, and is positioned over top of a counter electrode with the dielectric barrier 
and sample (the sample alone may serve as the dielectric barrier) in between the two 
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electrodes. When the discharge occurs the sample is inside the discharge region and is in 
direct contact with the ionizing species generated by the plasma, fig 1.2. 
The electrode configuration for a LTP source is different from DBDI in that the 
electrodes are arranged concentrically around a glass or quartz dielectric. The outer 
electrode is the HV electrode and the inner electrode (surrounded by the glass or quartz 
dielectric) is the counter electrode which is typically at ground. In this arrangement the 
discharge occurs through the dielectric, between the two electrodes, and in the presence 
of the discharge gas, fig 1.3. All of the electrons, ions, excited neutrals, and neutral 
molecules generated during the formation of the plasma (and shortly thereafter) are 
pushed out of the source discharge region via positive discharge gas pressure and toward 
the sample surface where they interact with the sample. This region of the plasma is 
referred to as the plasma afterglow. 
The LTP source design eliminates the need to have a counter electrode and 
dielectric underneath the sample in order to generate a discharge. This greatly improves 
the flexibility of analyzing compounds directly from surfaces without having to disturb 
the sample or make provisions for surfaces which are geometrically complex. This in 
combination with the fact that positive and negatively charged ions can be generated with 
roughly the same source conditions and there is no requirement for additional solvents or 
chemical reagents needed to affect analyte ionization was the basis for using LTP on the 
Mini-S instrument. Although the configuration of the LTP probe that was eventually 
coupled to the Mini-S instrument is different than LTP sources that have been previously 
investigated,[25, 35-37] general characteristics such as operational frequency, input 
voltages / operating powers, electrode distances, material of the dielectric barrier, 
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discharge gas, and gas flow rates remained relatively the same. Thus the same processes 
that were thought to affect ionization in previous work with LTP are assumed. 
The field of study pertaining to creation and characterization of plasmas and 
subsequent analyte ionization are both large and complex. While it is not the purpose of 
this text to provide a comprehensive analysis of this area of study it would be incomplete 
if the major processes involved in plasma formation and the formation of analyte ions 
were not introduced.  
As previously discussed the LTP is a DBD ion source that is operated at 
atmospheric pressure. These sources are referred to as having a pulsed operation because 
an AC waveform is utilized to generate a breakdown (discharge) across the dielectric 
barrier. Breakdown occurs when the electric field across the dielectric barrier gap 
exceeds the threshold necessary to induce an electrical breakdown. The breakdown 
threshold between the electrodes in is dependent upon the (i) dielectric material and 
thickness, (ii) distance between electrodes, and (iii) discharge gas.[32, 38] This process 
occurs approximately once every half cycle of the applied waveform resulting in plasma 
that is formed by small micro discharges that occur randomly in space and time inside the 
source. These discharges are responsible for generating the free electrons, ions, and 
excited state molecules that comprise the plasma.  
Two main types of plasmas may be formed, (i) streamers which are observed as 
discrete breakdown events that have a filament appearance and (ii) Townsend breakdown 
which is characterized by a more homogenous discharge that spans the length of the 
electrodes. Although the physical and chemical properties of the LTP used in this work 
were not fully characterized, the plasma generated by the LTP exists with Townsend-like 
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characteristics. Therefore, literature values for maximum ion densities (1011 cm-3), 
current density (10 - 100 mA/cm2), as well as other properties, reported for Townsend 
breakdowns in helium serve as relevant estimates for understanding physical 
characteristics of the LTP source.[38]  
An important characteristic of LTP is that analytes are exposed directly to the 
plasma in the open atmosphere and are thus in contact with high energy species that have 
relatively long life times. It has been discussed that excited helium atoms also known as 
helium metastables (He*, 19.8 eV) can ionize analyte ions directly through, penning 
ionization (rxn. 1), or through the same processes ionize water (rxn. 2) and nitrogen (rxn. 
3) from atmospheric vapors. Once ionized, water and nitrogen are subsequently involved 
in the reaction pathway for the formation of water clusters that contain an acidic proton 
which is the proton source for analyte ionization (rxn. 4 – 8).[39, 40] This cascade of 
chemical reactions which lead to the formation of water clusters is well known and 
accepted to be the same processes involved in atmospheric chemical ionization 
(APCI).[31, 41] 
 
He* + M → M•+ + He + e-       (rxn. 1) 
He* + N2 → N2
+ + He + e-       (rxn. 2) 
He* + H2O → H2O
+ +He + e-      (rxn. 3) 
N2
+ + 2N2 → N4
+ + N2       (rxn. 4) 
N4
+ + H2O → H2O
+ + 2N2       (rxn. 5) 
H2O
+ + H2O → [H2O+H]




H3O+ n(H2O) → [n(H2O)+H]
+ + H2O     (rxn. 7) 
[n(H2O)+H]
+ + M → [M+H]+ + n(H2O)     (rxn. 8) 
 
From the reaction pathways detailed above it is apparent that N2
+ is a key 
intermediate in formation of reagent ions that ultimately lead to analyte ionization. 
Recent work by G. M. Hieftje has used time-resolved spectroscopic methods to 
investigate the ionic and excited state species generated in a He-LTP source. This work 
established He2
+ as the dominate positive ion formed in the plasma and also acts as an 
energy carrier into the afterglow region of the source. Based upon the co-existence of 
He2
+ and N2 in the same spatial location, overlap in excited state energies of these species, 
N2
+ rotational temperatures, and other supporting evidence, it was concluded that charge 
transfer from He2
+ to N2 (rxn. 9) , and not penning ionization via He
*, is the more 
prominent reaction pathway for N2
+ formation.[39]  
 
He2
+ + N2 → N2
+ + 2He       (rxn. 9) 
 
The authors were careful to note that this study and its finds are only valid for He plasma 
sources in which there is a direct interaction between the plasma and the surface sample 
in the presence of N2. Conditions in which no interactions are allowed or if the ionic 
species are prevented from making contact with the sample would preclude these findings 




1.2.2 Co-axial LTP Source Development and Characterization 
A new LTP source configuration in which the plasma probe(s) were aligned co-
axially with the ion inlet capillary was developed to allow the sampling of surfaces 
independently of the geometry of the ion source and sample introduction capillary of the 
mass spectrometer. In the case of the Mini-S instrument the ion introduction capillary is 
located on the hand-held head unit. During operation of the source, ionizing species from 
the plasma probe are in close proximity (1 - 5 mm) to both the sampling surface 
containing the target analyte and the introduction to the mass spectrometer. Helium, the 
discharge gas, is supplied at (80 – 120 ml/min) via a T-fitting that generates positive 
pressure inside the plasma source which causes the plasma afterglow to impinge upon the 
sample surface. The discharge gas is heated via Joule heating[42] inside the source and 
subsequently transfers thermal energy to the surface via direct contact which aids in 
desorption and ionization of the target analyte(s). In situations where increased surface 
temperatures were needed for desorption of compounds with low vapor pressures, e.g. 
PETN and RDX[43] (1.16 x 10-8 and 3.3 x 10-9 Torr, respectively). the operational 
conditions of the could be tuned to supply additional input power (~ 14 W) which 
increased surface temperatures to 80 °C at source-to sample-distances of 1 to 2 mm. 
The first iteration of the co-axLTP source utilized arrays of LTP probes. Work 
with LTP arrays was pioneered by Jon Dalgleish in an effort to improve the desorption 
and ionization characteristics of low temperature plasma sources. Specifics related to 
construction and characterization of the LTP arrays are detailed in his thesis[44] however, 
briefly, probe construction of the first iteration of the co-axial LTP array is as follows: 6 
or 7 quartz tubes (each forming a plasma probe) surround the stainless-steel ion inlet 
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capillary connected directly to the DAPI valve (10-cm long, 250-μm i.d.). The inlet 
capillary is wrapped in Kapton HV tape to isolate it from the high-voltage electrode 
surrounding the individual plasma probes. When fully assembled this configuration 
utilized an array of 6 or 7 micro LTP probes arranged concentrically around the ion inlet 
capillary of the mass spectrometer and were aligned along the same axis of ion 
introduction hence the name co-axial LTP, fig. 1.4. Extensions to this work and several 
iterations of the co-axial LTP probe design were necessary in order to develop a LTP 
probe that could withstand increased voltage amplitude inputs necessary to volatilize 
compounds with low vapor pressures and to simplify the probe design such that it would 
be acceptable for field use. 
The second design modification utilized the original 6-probe coaxial LTP, 
previously described, except that the length of the outer, high voltage, electrode for the 
LTP was reduced from 30 to 6.5 mm. A shorter electrode length reduced the contact area 
along the grounded inlet capillary and created a more energetic discharge with increased 
power density.  This design also had the advantage of being shorter than its predecessor, 
thus, lighter and more maneuverable as the instrument frontend, fig. 1.5.  While it did 
produce high quality mass-spectral spectra for TNT and RDX, it continued to suffer the 
same malfunctions as it predecessor.  Sustained operation of the source could not be 
achieved at a voltage amplitude of 6kVp-p which was necessary to desorb and ionize 
compounds with low volatilities, fig. 1.6. The primary cause of the failure was due to the 
high voltage applied to the source electrode which discharged through the dielectric 
barrier that insulated the grounded ion inlet capillary. Two types of 3M dielectric tape 
were investigated as the insulating material P/N 1205 (dielectric breakdown 7500 V) and 
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P/N 1350F-1 (dielectric breakdown 5500 V), both exhibited the same failure over the 
same time period of operation.  This issue in combination with the amount of time that 
was necessary to construct these sources (>2 hours) as well as the ability to clean a 
contaminated probe led to the exploration of alternative electrode configurations for the 
LTP probe and the use of air instead of helium as the discharge gas. 
Temperature measurements of the LTP source under different operating 
conditions were conducted in an effort to characterize the new LTP probe design.  The 
first of these experiments utilized the co-axial LTP array that used air instead of helium 
(He) as the plasma gas.  The plasma generated with air was 7 - 12 °C hotter, as measured 
with a thermocouple than helium under similar gas flow rates and was attributed to the 
fact that slightly elevated input powers were necessary in order to sustain the plasma in 
the case of the air discharge.  This increase in plasma temperature transfers more thermal 
energy into the surface of the sample, improving desorption. Data for RDX response at 
different input power levels was acquired with the Mini-S using a typical scan function 
that utilized a 15 -25 ms DAPI pulse widths, fig. 1.7. Increased input power corresponded 
to increased plasma temperature and therefore improved signal. 
In an effort to develop a probe that could withstand high input powers a single 
LTP probe was integrated with the ion inlet capillary by suing a 42.5 mm long quartz 
tubing (4 mm OD, 2 mm ID) which formed the dielectric barrier and surrounded the ion 
inlet capillary to the mass spectrometer. The high voltage connection for the LTP is 
supplied to an electrode on the outside of the quartz while the ion transfer capillary 
continued to serve as the counter, grounded, electrode, fig. 1.8. In this configuration the 
discharge region is between the inside surface of the dielectric and the grounded ion inlet 
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capillary. The high voltage waveform applied to the LTP probe was approximately 2 kVp-
p at 27 – 33 kHz. Input powers of approximately 1 W were used for most compounds 
analyzed and under these conditions the ionization performance of this probe was 
identical to the LTP arrays. However, under conditions where increased input powers 
were necessary, this probe could withstand up to 14 W of input power, though when used 
in the high power mode the source was typically operated at ~8 W. 
With the use of a thermocouple, a maximum gas temperature of 50 °C was 
measured for the single LTP co-axial source at 8 W of input power. This is at least 10 °C 
hotter than measured for the LTP arrays. This allowed helium to again be utilized as the 
plasma discharge gas- although either helium or air could continue to be utilized. In 
addition to generating increased surface temperatures at lower input powers, the new 
source configuration demonstrated continued ionization for both polarities (positive and 
negative analytes) and the signal response was more reproducible than observed with the 
arrays. 
 
1.2.3 Thermographic and Schlieren Imaging of co-axLTP 
 
1.2.3.1 Thermographic Imaging 
Thermal profiles of the single co-axial LTP were characterized using a Fluke Ti40 
thermographic camera (Everett, Washington, US). The thermographic image was taken 
from a glass slide that was used as the simulated sample surface. In this experiment a 
LECO HT Unique (LECO Corp. St Joseph, MI) mass spectrometer was outfitted with 
DAPI inlet that was combined with a co-axLTP source. The DAPI was pulsed open for 
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15ms and then closed for the following 2.5 seconds in order to simulate operation of the 
on the Mini-S instrument. The glass slide was placed directly in front of the LTP to 
simulate a sampling surface. Distances between the source and the glass slide were varied 
from 1 to 10 mm and the thermographic camera was placed directly behind the glass slide 
at a distance of 6 in. Thermal profiles of the glass slide were taken starting with the 
farthest distance (10 mm) and then moved closer to the source by increments of 1 mm. At 
each increment the glass slide was allowed 30 sec for the temperature to equilibrate. A 
profile of the surface temperature was generated by repeating this process for input 
powers from 2 to 14 W, fig. 1.9. It was demonstrated that at input powers of ~8 W the 
LTP source could heat the sample surface to ~50 °C at source-to-sample distances of up 
to 2 mm. The same characterization was completed with the co-axLTP array. Figure 1.10 
is a plot of the maximum surface temperatures obtained on the glass slide for the single 
probe and array LTP configurations. In this figure it is demonstrated that increased 
surface temperatures of approximately 5 to 10 °C over the same source-to-sample 
distances and operational conditions are achieved. 
 
1.2.3.2 Schlieren Imaging 
For LTP, the plasma afterglow is in direct contact with the sample surface. 
Helium is less dense than air, and therefore has less surface area contact with the sample 
surface at increasing standoff distances which potentially limits the formation of analyte 
ions. Additionally, the pulsed nature of the DAPI valve directly affects the sensitivity of 
the instrument as it is the mechanism for introducing ions to the mass spectrometer. 
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Because this system relies on the pressure differential between the ambient atmosphere 
and the vacuum manifold to sample gas phase ions, there is a limit to distance over which 
ions can be sampled. To characterize and visualize (i) complex gas flows at the interface 
of the afterglow and sample surface and (ii) sampling of ions at atmospheric conditions 
Schlieren imaging was a utilized as an optical characterization method. This technique 
has been recently used to characterize other helium, plasma-based, ambient ionization 
sources for the same purposes.[45] 
The Schlieren imaging apparatus is detailed in figure 1.11; the co-axLTP and 
DAPI source installed on a development version of the Mini 12 was placed inside the 
collimated light path. It was possible to visualize the helium gas leaving the LTP source 
which showed that source-to-sample distances of greater than 5 mm had significantly less 
interaction with the He plasma gas. Furthermore, upon actuation of the DAPI valve it was 
observed that the sampling of ambient gas in excess of 5 mm was no longer apparent 
from the Schlieren image. Thus placing an upper limit for the source-to-sample distance 
for which analyte ions are reliably generated and sampled the Mini-S instrument, fig. 
1.12. These observations agreed well with the source-to-sample distances used in actual 
analysis. All of the sample analysis work completed detailed in subsequent sections was 
acquired with at source-to-sample distance of approximately 2 to 5 mm. 
 
1.2.4 Co-Axial LTP and Mini-S Instrument Performance 
Human fingers, paper, latex, cotton fibers, glass and other surfaces with complex 
geometries such as the inside corners of a box were analyzed using the co-axLTP source 
interfaced to the Mini-S. Illicit drugs, CWAs, and explosives at µg/cm2 levels were 
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successfully detected at µg/cm2, or lower quantities, fig 1.13 - 1.15. Helium flow rates for 
this analysis were approximately 0.1 LPM and input powers were typically less than 1 W. 
In situations where increased thermal desorption was required for low volatility 
compounds, e.g. PETN and RDX, input powers were increased to ~8W to aid in thermal 
desorption. Operation of the increased power mode was supported through the software 
interface and could be enabled or disabled as needed. 
Normal operating parameters produced a maximum mass-to-charge range of 100 
to 930 amu, using resonance ejection[46, 47], as verified using sodiated polyethylene 
glycol [PEG+Na]+, fig. 1.16. For mass analysis, the RF amplitude was scanned at a rate 
of 12,000 amu/s and utilized resonance ejection at a 369kHz (qz = 0.81) with the AC 
ramped from 700 mV to 3.0 V over the scan. Ion introduction periods were between 15 
and 25 ms, during which time the vacuum manifold pressure increased to approximately 
100 mTorr. After ion introduction the manifold pressure was allowed to drop to 
approximately 1.5 mTorr, ~ 2 s after ion injection, before initiating mass analysis fig. 
1.17. Total mass spectral scan times were 2.3 s and under these operating conditions mass 
resolutions of 1-2 amu FWHM were obtained across the mass range as standard full MS 
scan performance. This resolution was sufficient to resolve the X+2 isotopic distribution 
of halogen containing chemical species at mass-to-charge 240 with less than a 10% 
valley from the baseline, fig. 1.18. It should be noted that under the best operating 
conditions in which the number of ions introduced into the trap was carefully controlled 
and with appropriately tuned RF/AC amplitudes and frequencies, the FWHM for analyte 
peaks can have values of ~0.6 amu, in a full MS scan. This resolution is enough to 
distinguish chemical species 1 amu apart with less than a 60% valley as measured from 
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the baseline. This is demonstrated in fig. 1.19 where the pseudomolecular ion [M-H]- and 
molecular M°- for TNT, m/z 226 and 227 respectively, are clearly resolved. The 
resolution does however fall with increasing mass. 
A key functionality of ion trap mass analyzers is that multiple stages of tandem 
MS can be performed with a single analyzer.[48, 49] This functionality allows for 
structural characterization, increased confidence in analyte identification (via fragment 
ions), and enhanced detection limits by improving the signal-to-noise ratio. Multiple 
stages of tandem MS was performed on cocaine. Fragmentation of the protonated 
molecular ion m/z 304 → 182, demonstrated the loss of benzoic acid, and subsequent 
fragmentation of m/z 182 → 150 & 122, with the concerted loss of methanol and carbon 
monoxide, respectively, fig. 1.20. 
 
1.2.5 Power Consumption, RF Voltage, and Batteries 
One of the key considerations for a field-portable instrument is the amount of 
power that the system requires to operate. Low power requirements are valued because 
this typically translates to increased operation time and a reduction to the weight of the 
instrument by allowing for smaller and lighter components to be used. Monitoring the 
power consumption of the instrument during operation is therefore of interest and 
provides information that is of diagnostic value because it provides insight that is not 
accessible by monitoring the RF voltage or operating pressure alone.  
Cumulative current draw for the Mini-S instrument was measured with a Fluke 80i-
110s current clamp (Everett, Washington, US) placed between the AC/DC converter and 
the main instrument-power input. Each of the system components (e.g., diaphragm pump, 
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turbo pump, power distribution board, high-voltage board, etc.) was turned on 
sequentially to monitor the power draw for each, table 1.1 and fig. 1.21. Once under 
vacuum, power draw of the system was monitored during operation which included 
actuation of the DAPI and sample valve, utilization of the on board LTP power supply, 
and RF amplitudes necessary to achieve mass analysis. 
Information about the performance of individual instrument components relative 
to system-level events, i.e. ion introduction and mass analysis, was obtained by 
measuring the power consumption during instrument operation. For example, the rapid 
increase in manifold pressure (~ 100 mTorr; 15-25 ms DAPI pulse) during ion 
introduction is identifiable from the increase in power consumption of the mechanical 
and turbo molecular pumps in response to elevated manifold pressures, fig. 1.22. During 
the 1.26 sec after actuation of the DAPI valve the pumping system required 4.9% more 
power to re-establish mTorr pressures in the manifold necessary for mass analysis. 
Another example is the power consumption associated with the RF. While the RF is on 
and ions are confined inside the electrodynamic field of the ion trap 13.5% of the total 
power is used by the RF system just to confine the ions. This can be compared to the 
power consumed by the RF system during mass analysis; upon scanning the RF 
amplitude necessary to eject m/z 930 (~ 6.2 kVp-p) the instantaneous power consumption 
was 144 W, representing 58.5% of the total power. By way of comparison scanning to 
m/z 550, 98 W, was only 38.9%, fig, 1.23. Thus, monitoring multiple aspects of the 
instrument provides insight and connection between events, the timing of events, and 
system components that impact the instrument design.  
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As a requirement for autonomous operation, the Mini-S instrument needed to 
operate on batteries. For evaluation of the nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) batteries 
obtained from BaterySpace (1410 g, 4200 mAh, CU-MM105 | ID 4725) the Mini-S 
instrument was fully vented to the atmosphere and powered down before it was 
connected to a battery pack.  All batteries were charged for a minimum of 8 hours and 
measured ~25.9 V prior to instrument testing. Table 1.1 contains details related to the 
comparison of vacuum pressure and power consumption during the initial startup of the 
instrument; once connected to a battery pack the main instrument power was turned on 
and the vacuum system started. The vacuum system reached pressures of <1e10-5 Torr in 
~10 min at which time analytical mass scans were run continuously for a maximum of 
~80 min before the battery was depleted (< 22.3 V). During the 80 min of mass analysis 
all of the onboard devices were in operation, this included the voltage for the ion source, 
actuation of the DAPI valve for sample introduction, RF ramp for mass analysis, and the 
writing of mass-spectral data to the computer hard drive. It should be noted that the 
average power for the system during operation was 65 W regardless of the maximum 
mass-to-charge used in the analytical scan and the 90 min battery life was not 
significantly impacted by the mass to which the RF amplitude was scanned, i.e. m/z 930 
or m/z 550. Additional battery technologies have also been investigated. Under similar 
test conditions, high discharge lithium polymer (Li-Po) batteries obtained from Tenergy 
(Fremont, Ca, US) (725g, 5000 mAh, item no. 31428) have demonstrated total runtimes 
of ~200 min, 122% longer than NiMH and are lighter by 48.6% and therefore show 




1.3 Instrument Hardware 
 
1.3.1 Backpack Assembly 
Fully assembled, the Mini-S instrument is comprised of two major components; a 
wearable backpack and a handheld head unit. The backpack portion of the instrument 
weighs 10 kg when fully assembled and contains the heaviest components of the 
instrument. Table 1.2 details the Mini-S instrument systems located in the backpack. 
Briefly, these systems are the vacuum pumps, electronics, power, ion source gas supply, 
and the ion source power supply. A KNF Neuberger (Trenton, NJ) mechanical pump (5 
L/min) and a Pfeiffer Vacuum HiPace10 (Nashua, NH) turbo molecular pump (10 L/s) 
comprise the vacuum system and are mounted to a lightweight aluminum (5052) frame 
(30.43 x 11.68 x 30.43 cm) which forms the backpack portion of the instrument. 
Integrated with the aluminum frame are provisions to mount an onboard gas regulator 
and miniature Helium tank (Leland Limited, Inc.; South Plainfield, NJ) for the LTP 
source, a dual mode on-board power supply for the LTP source, and a 24 V rechargeable 
battery. Also, all of the system electronics were contained in the backpack along with two 
fans (6.35 cm, 24 V) to ventilate the backpack unit, fig. 1.25. 
 
1.3.2 Hand-held Head Unit: Ion Introduction, Mass Analyzer, Detector, and 
Connections 
 
Development of the hand-held head unit was to allow for in-situ analysis of target 
analyte(s) directly from geometrically complex surfaces and to maintain the dexterity of a 
hand held device. In order to allow for the most efficient desorption, ionization, sampling, 
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and subsequent transfer of ions to the mass analyzer (all of which impact instrument 
sensitivity) the analyte, ionization source, sampling mechanism, and mass analyzer 
needed to be located in close proximity to each other. These requirements were satisfied 
by reducing the shape and size of the instrument manifold so that it could be hand-held 
and by development of the co-axLTP source. The mass analyzer, located inside the head 
unit, was linearly integrated with the source to allow for efficient introduction and 
transmission of ions to the mass analyzer from atmospheric pressures, fig. 1.26.  
Similar to earlier iterations of Mini mass spectrometers, the Mini-S utilizes a RIT 
as the mass analyzer and a detector that is made up of an electron multiplier (EM) 
(Detector Technologies, Inc., model no. 2300) and dynode for detection of positive and 
negative ions.[24] The distance between the Y-electrodes of the mass analyzer and the 
center of the conversion dynode is 0.4 in and is consistent with dimensions implemented 
on previous Mini 10.5 and 11.5 instruments. The detector housing and the dynode 
material also remain unchanged from earlier designs. The angle of the detector was 
modified for the Mini-S from 50° to 90° to allow for placement inside the handheld 
manifold. In order to maintain the same vertical height as the ion ejection slit on the x-
electrode of the mass analyzer the detector was mounted to a pedestal with a height of 1.0 
cm. The head unit was constructed from aluminum (6061) (8.13 x 7.37 x 7.62 cm) and 
weighs 2 kg when fully assembled. Vacuum was maintained in the head-unit via a 76 cm 
stainless-steel vacuum bellows (Krut J. Lesker; Clairton, PA) that was connected to the 
vacuum system on the backpack. Details related to the components integrated with the 
head unit can be found in table 1.3. 
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It is important to note that for the Mini-S design, the RF-amplification circuit is 
split between the backpack, containing the inductance coil, and the head unit containing 
the mass analyzer. This required an unusually long cable connection between these two 
components to transmit the main RF signal and represented a departure from the design 
of typical mass spectrometers in which the mass analyzer and inductance coil are often 
intentionally close together in an effort to minimize capacitance associated with the 
amplification circuit. Taking advantage of the low capacitance of the RIT mass analyzer 
(~ 22 pF) and a specially designed inductance coil (~ 300 µH), a connection from the RF 
coil to the mass analyzer on the head unit was made with a low-capacitance high-voltage 
cable (RG62/U, 44.62 pF/m). This allowed the resonate frequency of the main RF circuit 
to be 1MHz. Operating at 1MHz provides a balance between the dimensions and type of 
analyzer used, mass resolution, and mass range for voltage-limited applications.[9, 50] 
The RF signal connection was made with a hermetically sealed MHV connector 
(Pasternack Enterprises, PE4311, Irvine, Ca, US); all other electrical connections were 
made with 102 series Fischer connectors (Fischer Connectors, Switzerland). 
 
1.3.3 Vacuum System 
Vacuum system performance of the Mini-S manifold was characterized with 
different vacuum configurations, manifolds used on the Mini11.5 instrument, and in the 
presence of air, helium, or a mixture of the two which were used for the LTP source. The 
discharge gas for the plasma source is injected into the vacuum manifold along with ions 
during actuation of the DAPI valve and therefore has an effect on the performance of the 
vacuum system as the pumping speed of the turbo drops from 10 L/s in air to 6 L/s in 
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helium. For these characterization tests the DAPI valve was opened for 15 or 17 ms 
(depending upon the experiment) and then closed. During the following 2.8 seconds the 
vacuum system was to allowed pump out the vacuum manifold before the next DAPI 
pulse. Pressure was monitored directly from the analog read back on the MKS, 925C 
pressure transducer (Andover, Ma, US) connected directly to the manifold. Ion transfer 
capillaries, DAPI valve, and DAPI tubing were the same as those previously described 
and are detailed in table 1.3. 
 
1.3.3.1 Vacuum Manifold Characterization 
Performance of the Mini-S manifold was compared against two manifolds that 
were formerly used on Mini 11.5 instruments and previously demonstrated the ability to 
obtain pressures of 10 x 10-6 torr or lower. The three manifolds were tested using 
identical scan functions and under conditions of air, continuous helium at 0.1 LPM, and 
short, timed, pulses of helium (also at 0.1 LPM) as the discharge gas for the ions source. 
Each manifold tested used the same vacuum system which consisted of the rough and 
turbo pumps previously described which were connected to a KF40 bellows with a 
handle; configuration 4 in the following section. Helium was supplied through the co-
axLTP ion source and during the pulsed helium experiments a control valve supplying 
helium to the source was actuated from the Mini-S software. In this experiment the co-
axial LTP utilized an ion inlet capillary of 500 µm that was 10 cm in length. The 
remaining source design is consistent with that of other co-axLTP sources which have 
been previously described.  
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Two ‘pulsed gas’ experiments were conducted, one with the helium valve open 
for 17 ms, simultaneously with the opening of the DAPI valve, and a second in which the 
helium valve was open for 60 ms immediately before and then during the 17ms DAPI 
pulse- for a total time of 77 ms. Data shown in Figure 1.27 was generated by setting the 
air or helium conditions, allowing the instrument to pump down to its base pressure of 
1x10-5 Torr, actuating the DAPI control valve for 17 ms, and then recording the system 
pressure from its maximum, 100x10-3 Torr, throughout the duration of the scan.  Five 
consecutive scans were executed without allowing the instrument to return to base 
pressure.  The five scans for each manifold were averaged and then plotted.  As 
anticipated, the general performance for each manifold was better (i.e. lower pressures 
reached faster) for air than for helium, which is due the pumping capabilities of the turbo 
for the two gases (10 l/s vs. 6 l/s).  Also, readily explained are the similarities between 
pressure curves for the 17 and 77 ms of pulsed helium to that of air and continuous 
helium, respectively. Because the pump down speed of the system is dependent upon the 
gas injected into the manifold, it can be inferred that the gas composition for the 17 ms 
helium pulse was primarily air while that of the 77 ms pulse was helium based upon a 
comparison to the respective pressure profiles of air and helium. What is not yet fully 
understood is the tailing off that is exhibited by the Mini-S manifold upon reaching 
pressures in the low mTorr pressure regime. It is suspected that this phenomenon is due 
to a weak vacuum seal or a damaged seal in the electrical feed through which presents 
itself only within this pressure range, increasing the time for the system to reach base 
pressure. While this performance of the Mini-S manifold is not ideal, it does not inhibit 
data acquisition, require further instrument development, or decrease duty cycles due to 
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unnecessarily long pump-down times. This instrument can be operated inside 1x10-3 to 
high 1x10-4 Torr pressures and deliver good analytical performance in terms of mass 
resolution and sensitivity.  Additionally, the graph for ‘Air’ demonstrates that the pump-
down speed for the Mini-S manifold from 100x10-3 (5.0 volts) to 1x10-3 Torr is 
comparable to the Mini 11.5 over this pressure range.  Thus, the time between ion 
introduction until the manifold pressure is low enough that the amplitude of the RF for 
the mass analyzer can be scanned (<1.5 s) is roughly the same between the two manifold 
designs. 
 
1.3.3.2 Vacuum Bellows Characterization 
Placement of the vacuum system components plays a critical role in the efficiency 
of the vacuum system, i.e. time necessary for the manifold to reach mTorr pressure, and 
therefore feasibility of the instrument design and analysis duty cycle. Four different 
vacuum configurations were investigated by injecting a 15 ms pulse of air or helium into 
the manifold by actuation the DAPI valve and then monitoring the manifold pressure 
response with respect to time. 
1. Manifold connected directly to the turbo and rough pump 
2. Manifold connected directly to the turbo and 4-ft PFA tube (0.25” OD x 0.2” ID) 
connecting the turbo to the rough pump 
3. 2-ft bellows with 25 mm ID between the Manifold and vacuum system  
4. 2-ft bellows with 40 mm ID between the Manifold and vacuum system 
Configuration 1 was established to determine the baseline performance of the Mini-S 
manifold. This configuration demonstrated the best pressure-time profiles in terms of 
needing the least amount of time to reach mTorr pressures. These results were mirrored 
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almost identically with configuration 2, indicating that the roughing pump used in this 
application (10 L/min) was large enough to successfully back up the turbo pump with the 
4 ft extension and that keeping the volume of the high vacuum region small translates 
directly to improved pressure-time profiles. This insight led to the suggestion of a third 
form factor for the Mini-S instrument, one in which the turbo pump is located at or near 
the instrument handle. This option however, was forgone in favor of keeping the head 
unit small and flexible and to avoid increases to the size and, or, weight. It is planned 
however, that the feasibility of such a design will be investigated in the near future. 
Even though implementation of 2-ft (configuration 3 and 4) bellows used to 
connect the turbo pump to the manifold required additional time to reach mTorr pressures 
and ultimately reduced the analysis duty cycle relative to configuration 1 and 2 due to the 
increased volume, operation of the instrument with 2-3 sec scan times was acceptable and 
delivered good analytical performance at 10-3 to high 10-4 Torr. Although the total 
volume for configuration 4 was larger than configuration 3 due to the larger diameter 
bellows (25 vs 40 mm) configuration 4 had a slightly better pressure-time profile due to 
the increased cross-sectional area. For this reason and because the KF40 bellows were 
significantly more flexible, when under vacuum, they were incorporated into the final 
design, fig. 1.28. 
 
1.4 Instrument Control Electronics and Software 
The instrument control architecture, printed circuit board (PCB) design / layout, 
mechanical design, and user interface software, for the Mini-S was developed at Purdue 
University. In particular the digital and analog board sets which form the core instrument 
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control for the Mini-S and Mini 12 instruments was pursued by Matt Kirleis as his thesis 
work.[4] He details the development of the instrument control architecture, namely the 
implementation of a field programmable gate array (FPGA) coupled to a digital signal 
processer (DSP). This digital control architecture was the key enabler for functionality 
such as digital RF feedback control, generation and playback of Stored Waveform 
Inverse Fourier Transform (SWIFT)[51] waveforms for ion isolation which were 
unavailable on the Mini 11[22] and 11.5 instruments. Additionally, the FPGA was 
programmed to function as a direct digital synthesizer (DDS) for RF and AC signal 
generation. Because these features are critical to the operation of all mass spectrometers 
and represent forward progress in the development of field portable mass spectrometers, 
short discussions of each of these functionalities are included in this chapter. 
 
1.4.1 Printed Circuit Board Design and Fabrication 
All of the electronic circuit designs were completed using schematic capture 
design software (OrCAD 16.2.0.p001; Cadence, San Jose) and transferred to a physical 
layout design before being sent to Sierra Circuits (Sunnyvale, CA), a commercial PCB 
fabrication company. Many of the electronic circuits were designed for PCBs that 
required multiple layers to support internal grounding planes, shielding for electronic 
signals, and internal connections between components on opposite sides of the PCB. The 
digital control board is the most dramatic example, fig. 1.29. In total, eleven different 
PCBs are required to complete one full board set for the Mini instruments; tables 1.2 and 




1.4.2 Instrument Control Software and Firmware 
 
1.4.2.1 Firmware 
Mass spectrometer instrumentation is inherently complex due to the heavy 
integration of electronic control that is needed in order to synchronously operate multiple 
devices to produce a mass spectrum. Located on the digital control board is the DSP 
(TMS320F2835PGFA, Texas Instruments; Dallas, TX) which is used in tandem with a 
FPGA (Cyclone III FPGA, Altera; San Jose, CA) to manage instrument to data system 
communication (5 MB/s), scan function execution, data acquisition (10 Msps), direct 
digital synthesis (DDS) waveform generation, Stored Waveform Inverse Fourier 
Transform[51] (SWIFT) signal generation and playback (30 Msps), and error correction 
to RF amplitude linearity, fig. 1.30. 
 
1.4.2.2 RF Generation 
Main RF and supplementary AC waveform generation is completed using the 
FPGA programmed to operate as a DDS. Waveform generation includes frequency 
generation and amplitude modulation prior to the waveform being sent (30 Msps) to the 
DAC and subsequently on to the RF amplifier (main RF waveform) or AC amplifier 
(supplementary AC waveform). Waveform signals for the main RF and AC of the Mini-S 
were compared against the Mini11.5 to evaluate the performance of the FPGA operated 
as a DDS. At 1MHz (main RF) the FFT magnitude was higher, had lower total harmonic 
distortion (THD), and had a higher spurious free dynamic range than the Mini11.5- 
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indicating the generation of a high fidelity RF signal. The same characterization with 
similar results was obtained for the supplemental AC waveforms. 
As previously discussed the RF voltage amplitude is generated by using a 
resonate circuit designed with a resonant frequency of 1 MHz. Resonate circuits are 





       (eqn 1) 
 
Where  is the natural oscillation frequency for the circuit,  is the total capacitance 
of in Farads (F) and  is the value of the inductor in Henry’s (H). When used in a 
quadrupole mass spectrometer typically the capacitance value of the mass analyzer is the 
major contributor to  and the inductance coil is the major contributor to . Because of 
the design of the Mini-S in which the mass analyzer is located in the hand-held head unit 
and the inductor is located in the backpack, the cable used to connect the RF signal from 
the inductor to the mass analyzer also becomes a significant contributor to the overall 
capacitance of the circuit. Inductor values used on the Mini-S were ~310 µH and the total 
circuit capacitance was divided between the RF cable ~45pF and the mass analyzer 
~20pF in order for the RF amplification circuit to have a resonant frequency at 1 MHz; 
tables 1.2 and 1.3 respectively. 
The Mini-S RF amplifier circuit is capable of achieving a maximum output 
voltage of ~6 kVp-p, at 1 MHz, which corresponds to a maximum detectible mass-to-
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charge of 930, fig 1.16. Given this performance the RF voltage amplitude is no longer a 
bottleneck to completing analysis of organic molecules such as explosives, chemical 
warfare agents, and illicit drugs. In fact the voltage amplitude generated for this field-
portable instrument is inside the range which would be useful in the detection of 
biological agents, such as lipid analysis from microorganisms or lipids from tissues. Due 
to these findings an experimental RF circuit was created to further increase the maximum 
voltage output. Modifications were made to the power distribution board, RF amplifier 
board, and RF coil board. This circuit was implemented on a Mini 12 which could 
support a larger inductor because of its large form factor. Details of this investigation and 
demonstration of increased mass range of 100 - 1300 amu at 1 MHz is detailed in chapter 
2. 
 
1.4.2.3 Digital Feedback Control 
Electronic systems include instrument state/status communication(s), event timing, 
waveform generation, voltage amplification, and data acquisition. Failure to execute the 
required process with high fidelity (e.g., carrier frequency generation, amplitude 
modulation, error correction, etc.) will lead to poor mass resolution, incorrect mass 
assignments, and truncated mass ranges.  A digital feedback circuit for the main RF 
running a proportional, integral, differentiation (PID) controller is used in place of a 
traditional analog feedback circuit to maintain RF amplitude linearity during the RF ramp 
of the mass selective instability scan. PID controllers are described elsewhere in the 
literature however, briefly, these controllers are software based elements that utilize the 
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current (P), cumulative (I), and rate of change (D) of the error (defined as the difference 
between the input RF signal and the demodulated feedback RF signal) to predict the 
magnitude and direction of future errors in an attempt to drive the error to zero. 
In the current design the modulated RF feedback signal is sampled through an 
ADC connected to the feedback signal line on the RF amplifier, the signal is interpolated 
to 40 Msps inside the FPGA, demodulated, and then corrected for errors in linearity using 
the PID controller (also run though the FPGA) before the corrected waveform is sent 
back to the DAC and RF amplifier.  This strategy provides a method for error correction 
during periods of extended operation that may lead to mass drift caused by heat, 
component fatigue, or changes in the surrounding environment. When operated with the 
digital control enabled mass drift was measured to be 0.6 to -0.2 amu over one hour of 
consecutive operation. Under the same test conditions the analog feedback control 
implemented for the Mini11.5 had a drift range of 1.7 to -0.5 amu; fig. 1.31. Updating the 
feedback control parameters, or, updating the entire feedback control algorithm as 
opposed to making hardware modification(s) is particularly advantageous in situations 
where the instrument is deployed in an environment that is not immediately accessible to 
an operator or, if the instrument is subject to an environmental change which requires 





1.4.2.4 Frequency Tuning 
A sweep of the main RF frequency can be performed from inside the Mini-S 
advanced user interface (UI) to determine the resonant frequency of the main RF circuit, 
i.e. the frequency that produces the maximum RF voltage amplitude. During the 
frequency sweep the instrument automatically sets the RF voltage amplitude to an 
intermediate value (35000 DAC units), scans the specified frequency range at the defined 
intervals (also specified inside the UI), and logs the frequency-amplitude response. LC-
tank circuits are sensitive to stray capacitances which cause shifts in the resonant 
frequency of the circuit, reducing the maximum voltage amplitude that can be generated, 
and therefore the available mass range of the instrument. A 20 pF adjustable capacitor in 
parallel with the RF circuit allows small changes to the capacitance of the circuit to be 
made so that the instrument can be tuned to operate at precisely 1 MHz, fig. 1.32. 
 
1.4.2.5 SWIFT Isolation 
Increased processor speed and available memory relative to earlier Mini 
instruments, allows SWIFT waveforms to be generated with a user defined notch in the 
frequency domain as a part of the instrument method. This waveform is used for ion 
isolation as the frequency notch corresponds to an ion of a particular m/z (or range of m/z) 
all ions outside of the notch become resonantly excited via the applied waveform and are 
ejected from the ion trap or are discharged upon colliding with the electrodes of the 
analyzer.  A time domain waveform is calculated from the defined frequency notch using 
up to 524288 (219) 16-bit points using the specified frequency notch and stored on the 
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static random-access memory (SRAM) where it is available for playback (30 Msps) in 
any segment(s) inside the instrument method. Additional functionally for SWIFT allows 
for up to four different waveforms to be defined (reduces the number of time domain 
points to 217) and are available for playback in any segment (as well as multiple times 
inside the same segment) of the instrument method. 
 
1.4.3 Software 
Instrument operation and method development for the Mini12 is supported 
through a graphical user interface (GUI or UI) (Visual Basic / Visual Studio 2010; 
Microsoft, 10.0.40219.1 SP1) developed as a part of ongoing efforts. Two UIs were 
created; an advanced user interface (Purdue University) for expert users needing to create 
and modify experimental methods and a novice user interface (in collaboration with JHU 
/ APL; Dr. Nathan A. Hagan, Dr. Charles A. Fancher, Dr. Plamen A. Demirev, Phares J. 
Gray, and Jim F. Piotrowski) that facilitates instrument startup, shutdown, data 
acquisition, and analysis procedures for non-expert users. 
 
1.4.3.1 Advanced User Interface 
The advanced UI environment allows direct access to instrument voltages, 
frequencies, and event timing which are used during execution of the scan method. 
Access to these parameters allows for user control of the source voltage, ion sampling 
duration, main RF frequency and amplitude, application of the supplemental AC for ion 
isolation, activation, and resonance ejection, ion detection, and raw data acquisition. A 
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graphical display is supported for review of mass spectral data, or, as a graphical 
representation of the instrument method fig. 1.34. In addition, the advanced UI supports 
data processing and data export, mass calibration, instrument status logging, calibration 
of the system ADCs / DACs, and calibration of the PID controller. 
 
1.4.3.2 Novice User Interface 
The novice UI connects directly with the Mini-S instrument and initiates system 
status checks, automated startup routines, execution of predefined chemical analysis 
methods, and completion of data processing from a single user input. In the case of the 
Mini-S a push button trigger, mounted to the handle of the head unit, is used to initiate 
data acquisition and execution of the predefined data analysis workflow Analytical 
methods and data processing workflows include the ability to complete a series of 
positive, negative, or polarity switching full scans, automatic MSMS of target m/z values, 
library peak matching. It should be noted that the novice user interface was developed as 
a layered application that was designed to be installed on top of the advanced UI and is 
not a standalone application. No method development capabilities or the ability to tune 
the RF PID and instrument ADCs are available inside the novice user interface, fig. 1.35 
 
1.4.3.3 Automated Startup and Shutdown 
The startup and shutdown routines available inside the NUI are initiated via a single 
software button. In the case of instrument startup, the UI will connect to the instrument 
and turn on the rough pump, the manifold pressure is monitored by the program until it 
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reaches 5 Torr at which time the turbo is enabled to allow the system to reach pressures 
of 10 x 10-6 Torr. Once the system is inside the µTorr range the program enables the MS 
system high voltage (e.g. main RF, source voltage, detection circuit, and end cap voltages) 
in preparation for data acquisition. Instrument shutdown is automated similarly, but in the 
reverse order of operations. 
1.4.3.4 Automated Mass Calibration 
Mass calibration can be completed using arbitrary compounds or mixtures of 
compounds through a user defined m/z calibrant list inside the novice UI. Once the list is 
defined, sample is introduced to the mass spectrometer and the calibration routine 
searches for the specified m/z values within 20 amu windows. If the m/z values from the 
calibrant list are identified in the mass spectrum the mass calibration is calculated, if no 
m/z are identified a warning is triggered and the user can restart or exit the routine. 
Parameters related to the calibration routine such as the number of identified peaks 
necessary to complete calibration, peak intensity thresholds, search window width, 
number of scans to average, etc. are specified inside a configuration file used by the NUI 
interface to allow for calibrant, and more generally analyte, detection optimization. 
 
1.4.3.5 Data Acquisition and Results Reporting 
Data acquisition is initiated by one of two methods; the software buttons inside 
the UI or the physical trigger on the instrument handle. Once data acquisition is initiated, 
a full MS scan is acquired, if a detected m/z from the full MS mode spectra matches a 
precursor ion mass to charge value defined in the library the routine will continue and 
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automatically load and execute a predefined tandem MS method to fragment that 
precursor ion. Results of the tandem MS experiment are then matched against mass to 
charge values of the fragment ions which pertain to the precursor ion. Search results are 
reported through the NUI identifying any matched compounds along with digital and 
physical status LEDs that turn red or green to indicate either a positive match has been 
made or no match has been made (see following section and table 1.4 for additional 
details of the LEDs status indicators). Additionally, the data acquisition routine takes 
advantage of the instruments ability to detect positive and negative ions and can be 
programmed to complete chemical analysis in only one polarity, or, alternated between 
the two. This functionality is also controlled by the novice user interface configuration 
file. 
Visual status indicators are a key instrument feature for non-expert operators 
because they help guide data acquisition and results interpretation. As a design 
requirement, mass spectral information and the interpretation of that information has been 
automated with the use of the aforementioned novice NUI. To further complement that 
software package, color LEDs were mounted to the head unit, fig. 1.36 and table 1.4, 
which report the status of the instrument and results of the data analysis as color LEDs. 
Effectively reducing the decision making process to red-light, green-light, where a red-
light indicates a threat has been detected and green-light indicates no threat has been 
detected. 
 The LED – chemical detection flow chart, fig. 1.37, details the behavior of the 
LEDs with respect to data acquisition and analysis. Briefly the process is as follows: after 
acquisition of MS data, if no peaks from the MS or MS/MS scan match mass-to-charge 
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values specified in the library, a green LED will turn on indicating to the user that is it 
safe to scan another location.  However, if a detected peak matches an entry in the library, 
a yellow LED is turned on and a MS/MS scan is performed. The yellow LED alerts the 
operator to keep the device in the same location while the analysis is being completed. If 
the results from MS/MS and peak matching algorithms match against a compound in the 
library, a red LED is illuminated that signifies a chemical of interest has been detected. If 
no match is made, the green LED is illuminated and the user can proceed with analysis 
on another location. The remaining green LEDs on the bottom of the PCB are used to 
report instrument power and vacuum. 
 
1.5 Conclusion 
A new miniaturized and portable mass spectrometer, Mini-S, has been developed 
and can be configured for deployment in multiple configurations that target in-situ 
chemical analysis and real-time detection of illicit drugs, explosives, and pharmaceutical 
drugs. Implementation of new instrument design strategies, i.e. an on board FPGA in 
tandem with a DSP for waveform generation and RF error correction, and integration of 
ambient ionization source(s) with DAPI have been demonstrated to improve instrument 
performance and versatility while keeping the size, weight, and power consumption 
relatively low. Furthermore, instrument control software has been a significant portion of 
the development effort. In particular, the novice user interface enables autonomous data 
acquisition, processing, and report generation based upon pre-defined user workflows and 
without continued user input. Together, all the design concepts implemented for the 
Mini-S have produced an instrument that is highly portable, designed for in-situ analysis, 
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and may be effectively operated (i.e. decision(s) can be made) by personnel not familiar 
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Table 1.1: Power draw response for each of the main components of the Mini-S 
instrument; also reference figures 21 – 23. 
 
Conditions of test setup:   
Battery PACK A: Powerizer 24V 4200mAh, NiMH Rechargeable   
Battery charge: 25.9 V when tested against DMM   
Backpack: powered off system vented to atmosphere Dual Fan operation with LTP 
supply 
 Volts Watts
Battery plug-in: instantaneous response Figure 21A
quiescent power (system on): 0.096 24.096
pressure (Torr): 4.2 e2 0.096 24.096
Rough pump on: instantaneous response Figure 21B
2.5 e1 0.132 33.132
4.00E+00 0.128 32.128
1.80E+00 0.126 31.626





HV on: instantaneous response N/A  
 0.206 51.706
Sample valve open 0.216 54.216
On board LTP supply (negative): instantaneous response Figure 21D
 0.288 72.288
On board LTP supply (positive) 0.241 60.491








Table 1.2: Mini-S instrument systems located in the backpack. 
 
Mini-S instrument systems located to the 
backpack
  
    
System Manufacturer Model or P/N Notes
Vacuum  
Mechanical pump KNF Neuberger MPU 1220-
N84.0-9.00
5 L/min
Turbomolecular pump Pfeiffer Vacuum HiPace10 10 L/s
Electronics  
Digital board Sierra Circuits A0BME503 
R0.1
Purdue University
Analog board Sierra Circuits A0BME502 
R0.1
Purdue University
Power distribution board Sierra Circuits A0115501 R2 Purdue University
High voltage board Sierra Circuits A0115505 R4 Purdue University
RF amplifier board Sierra Circuits A0115503 
R2.6
Purdue University
RF inductance coil Sierra Circuits N/A ~310 µH Mini-S | 
~560  µH Mini12  
AC amplifier board Sierra Circuits A0115507 RB Purdue University 
one board required 
for each polarity of 
the AC 
Digital breakout board Sierra Circuits A0BME504 R1 Purdue University
Digital power board Sierra Circuits A0BME509 R0 Purdue University
Power  
Nickel metal hydride 
battery 
Powerizer Item No. 31428 1410g, 4200 mAh
Lithium polymer Tenergy CU-MM105 | 
ID 4725
725g, 5000 mAh
Battery charge level 
indicator 
Prototype N/A 25.9 V = Green Led  
22.3 V = Red Led 
Ion source discharge gas  
Helium Leland Limited, Inc. P/N 49615He 2.4 g helium
Regulator Leland Limited, Inc. Item No. 
50047-004
80 PSI max
Ion source power supply  
HV circuit with 
transformer 
Information Unlimited 28K089 2 kVp-p low; 9.5 
kVp-p high 
Cooling  







Table 1.3: Mini-S instrument systems located on the handheld head-unit 
 
Mini-S instrument systems on the handheld unit   
    
System Manufacturer Model or P/N Notes
Mass analyzer    
Rectilinear ion trap University Machine 5 x 4 ~20 pF capacitance
RF cable  RG62/U ~45 pF Mini-S |  Mini 
12 
Ion detection circuit    
Electrom Multiplier (EM) Detector 
Technologies, Inc.
2300 N/A
Dynode Prototype N/A 316 Stainless Steel
Current amplifier Sierra Circuits A0115507 RB Purdue University
Pressure transducer    
Micro Pirani MKS 925C; P/N 
925C-11 
RS232 port with 
analog read outs 
Ion source    
Low Temperature Plasma 
(LTP) 
Purdue University co-axLTP capable of sampling 
externally generated 
ions at atmospheric 
pressure 
Ion introduction    
Discontinuous atmospheric 
pressure interface (DAPI) 





   
External capillary 
(atmospheric side) 
IDEX Health & 
Science 
yellow band 508µm ID x 10cm
Internal capillary (vacuum 
side) 
IDEX Health & 
Science 
White band 762µm x 5cm
Rubber tubing for DAPI Simolex SIMST-048 x 
125
conductive tubing
Instrument Status LEDs    
LED board  Sierra Circuits A0115515 R0 Purdue University
Trigger C&K Components DM Series two 
plole rocker 
switch 




































able 1.4: LED indicator
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Figure 1.7: A) Full scan MS for TNT operated with a He discharge at 40 ml/min. B) Full 
scan MS for RDX operated using Air at 40 ml/min as the plasma gas. C) RDX ion signal 
(m/z 284) as a function of LTP power.  The trend demonstrates improved desorption and 
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Figure 1.10:  Maximum temperature of the glass surface as a function of the source-to-
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Figure 1.24: Battery-life profile for lithium polymer (Li-Po) batteries obtained from 
Tenergy (Fremont, Ca, US) (725g, 5000 mAh, item no. 31428). Instrument could be 
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Figure 1.27: Pressure profiles of the vacuum manifold recorded directly from the pressure 
transducer demonstrate the pumping performance of two Mini 11.5 and the Mini-S 
manifold A under conditions of air, continuous helium, 17 ms pulse of Helium, and 77 
ms pulse of Helium. Each pressure trace is an average of the pressure recordings for 5 
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Figure 1.37: Decision flow chart for data acquisition results reporting for
 





CHAPTER 2. APPLICATION OF MINIATURE MASS SPECTROMETERS FOR THE 
CHARACTERIZATION OF TISSUE TYPES VIA LIPID PROFILES 
2.1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 discusses the development of a backpack portable mass spectrometer; 
the Mini-S. This instrument is well suited for applications that require a high degree of 
mobility and the ability to directly sample surfaces that contain matrices and have 
complex geometries. However, monitoring of environmental contaminants, food, and 
therapeutic drugs, to name only a few applications, benefit from portable mass 
spectrometers, but do not require the degree of mobility nor do they require the surface 
sampling capabilities of the Mini-S. For these applications a desktop portable instrument, 
the Mini 12, has been developed, Fig. 2.1. The Mini 12 is discussed in detail by Li et 
al.[1], however, briefly this instrument uses the same electronic components and control 
software as the Mini-S, has dimensions of 57.15 x 31.75 x 40.64 cm (22.5 x 12.5 x 16.0 
in), weights approximately 17.2 kg (38 lbs), and consumes an average of 65 W of power. 
The Mini 12 also uses the same mass analyzer, a rectilinear ion trap (RIT)[2] X0 x Y0 
dimensions of 5 x 4 mm, and has an electron multiplier (EM) / conversion dynode 
assembly for the detection of ions that are positively and negatively charged.[3] 
Designed to operate with paper spray as the primary ionization source,[4, 5] the 
Mini 12 has provisions for two onboard solvent pumps that dispense solvent to the paper 
spray cartridge. The PS cartridge is held by a specialized tray that establishes the 
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optimal distance between the paper spray cartridge, mass spectrometer inlet, high voltage 
electrode, and the solvent dispensing system. Similar to previous Mini instruments, the 
Mini 12 utilizes a KNF Neuberger (Trenton, NJ) mechanical pump (5 L/min) and a 
Pfeiffer Vacuum HiPace10 (Nashua, NH) turbo molecular pump (10 L/s) which comprise 
the vacuum system. A discontinuous atmospheric pressure interface (DAPI)[6, 7] is used 
to sample externally generated ions at atmospheric pressure.  
The ability to sample from atmospheric pressures allows the Mini 12 to be 
compatible with ambient ionization sources and because the position of the mass 
spectrometer inlet with respect to the sample and ionization source has been designed to 
be relatively static multiple, different, types of ambient ionization sources can be 
interfaced with the Mini 12. This versatility is the focus of the work contained in this 
chapter. Here it is discussed how the new ambient desorption ionization (ADI) probe, 
touch spray (TS), is used with a modified Mini 12 to complete analysis of biological 
lipids directly from tissue samples. In the sections below it is demonstrated that the 
analysis of lipids directly from tissue, and the characterization of those sections of tissues, 
is possible and relevant for diagnostic and surgical applications. This initial work 
demonstrates utility for the combination of ambient ionization and portable mass 
spectrometers in a field that does not currently utilize miniaturized or portable 
instrumentation. 
 
2.2 Lipid Analysis and Biological Tissue Characterization 
It is well known that the lipid composition of cellular membranes is different 
across cell types and is dynamic within the same cell type. Differences in the lipid 
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composition of different cell types is conceptually easy to understand as differentiated 
cells have different functional roles inside the organism, although they may be present in 
adjacent sections of the same organ tissue. Conceptually more difficult to understand are 
the specific factors that promote physiological changes in lipid composition of the cell 
during its life cycle as well as, or in response to, metabolic, environmental, and disease 
related stress. Imaging mass spectrometry has been a key technology in this area of 
research as surgically-excised tissues are analyzed and a false-color image that pertains to 
the abundance of ions that are indicative of key lipids and, or, proteins can be 
produced.[8-10] The false-color image, maps the spatial distribution of lipids or proteins 
within the tissue section which have function-specific roles inside the tissue or pertain to 
diseased locations. 
Ambient mass spectrometry coupled with commercial instrumentation has been 
widely used to conduct imaging analysis of tissues because individual tissue sections 
require little or no preparation. In particular, desorption electrospray ionization 
(DESI)[11] has become a prominent method due to (i) the ability to generate small spot 
sizes (30 - 100 µm), (ii) compatibility with nondestructive solvents, (iii) reproducibility 
of the method, and (iv) relatively short data acquisition times.[12-14] With DESI, three 
dimensional mapping of entire organs has been accomplished as well as the identification 
and, correct, classification of tumor stages which were based on the detected lipid 
profile(s).[15, 16] Being able to determine the tumor margin (region of the tumor tissue 
that is adjacent to healthy tissue) is of considerable importance during surgery where it is 
difficult to distinguish healthy from diseased tissue through visual or tactile means. 
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Recent work pursued by Takats, Z. et al. has focused on the on the ability to 
determine tumor margins, in-real time, and during a surgical procedure. Rapid 
evaporative ionization mass spectrometry (REIMS)[17] and direct combination of 
ultrasonic surgical aspiration and sonic spray mass spectrometry (CUSA / SSI)[18] have 
been proposed as methods that allow for (i) the ability to surgically excise tissue (ii) 
release of lipids and proteins from the cellular structure, and (iii) the lipid or protein 
analyte released to the gas or condensed phase to be directly sampled by the mass 
spectrometer. MS data is reduced via to post processing methods that categorize the 
tissue type and diseased / not diseased state of the tissue sample. 
Both REIMS and CUSA / SSI have excellent figures of merit that include (i) 
analysis times of ~ 2 - 3 s, (ii) limits of detection that are on the order of 100 ng/ml, (iii) 
reliable MS information can be obtained with 50 - 500 µg of tissue (iv) negligible 
carryover and memory effects, and (v) low false positive and false negative rates. 
Furthermore, these techniques appear to be somewhat universal in that there are no 
specialized requirements for the surgical facility. Both of the previously discussed 
surgical sampling methods utilize a continuous sampling source and full size commercial 
MS instrumentation to complete mass analysis. Limits of detection and duty cycles of the 
Mini-S and Mini 12 instrument are inside the range of what is required by direct analysis 
of surgical tissue. So, the question that was asked in the pursuit of this work was if the 
limitations typically associated with miniaturized instruments (i) available mass range, (ii) 
mass resolution, (iii) sampling capabilities, and (iv) carryover or excessive memory 
effects would preclude miniaturized instruments from being used for tissue analysis 
during intraoperative surgical procedures. 
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2.3 Materials and Methods 
Mouse brain was obtained from JAX Mice and Services (Bar Harbor, ME) which 
was surgically removed and flash frozen. Once frozen the mouse brain was sectioned 
with a cryotome (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) at 15 µm intervals and placed on a 
glass slide. Coronal sections of the mouse brain, bragma 8 - 10 (approximately the middle 
three slices of the brain) were sampled from the glass slide with a TS probe. Briefly, the 
TS probe is an aluminum, teasing needle with a roughened tip that has a 120 deg bend 
and a 20-30 µm tip size. Approximately 100 µg of tissue is sampled from the slide onto 
the touch spray probe. The TS probe with sample was placed directly in front of the mass 
spectrometer inlet with approximately 1 cm between the end of the TS probe and the 
front capillary. 4.5 kVdc was applied to the TS probe. 1 µl of methanol was used as the 
elution solvent which was applied directly to the TS probe just after starting data 
acquisition. This was done to be sure that the spray plume would be sampled by the 
DAPI valve during sample introduction; spray flow rate from the TS is 6 µl/min. 
Analysis time for the instrument was 2.5s which only allowed for one to two scans to be 
acquired for each tissue sample. 
 
2.4 Results and Discussion 
The inability of the Mini 12 to continuously sample ions at atmospheric pressure 
makes TS an elegant method for acquiring a tissue sample from a region of an organ that 
is of surgical interest because TS does not require continuous solvent flow or high 
frequency / amplitude RF. A subtle yet important distinction between TS and REIMS or 
CUSA / SSI is that the cellular material used for analysis is ablated or disintegrated 
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during the cutting action. Thus, parts of the organ tissue are necessarily excised before 
they can be analyzed. In contrast, the TS probe can be used to sample and analyze tissues 
(repeatedly if necessary) prior to excising any piece of that tissue from the organ.  
In practice, the process of sample collection and mass analysis with TS took little 
more than 10 - 20 s and allowed for high spatial precision sampling from the organ. 
Additionally, this method requires very small tissue samples and solvent volumes, and 
there is no possibility of a mechanical malfunction during the experiment because the TS 
probe does not contain any moving parts. Should a probe become contaminated it can be 
replaced during the surgery and subsequently cleaned with typical sterilization protocols. 
The Mini 12 instrument used in these experiments used a modified RF circuit to 
produce 7.8 kVp-p (at 1 MHz) as the maximum voltage amplitude output, Fig. 2.2. This 
voltage is enough to detect ions of m/z up to 1300 Th, Fig 2.3, more than enough for the 
detection of the most abundant phospholipids, sulfatides, and proteins present in brain-
tissue. Mass resolution is critically important for the analysis of biological compounds. 
The main RF was scanned at a rate of 9500 Th / s, resonance ejection was used during 
mass analysis where the supplementary RF was ramped from 2 to 7 Vp-p (maximum) at 
369 kHz (qz = 0.81). Under these conditions peak widths of 1 – 2.5 Th (FWHM) were 
achieved across the full mass range which allowed for the separation of ion species that 
were 3 Th apart and inside the target mass range of 700 to 900 Th. In particular, the most 
abundant phospholipids and sulfatides which were used to characterize tissue sections are 
clearly visible from the mass spectrum, Fig 2.4. 
The combination of TS and a Mini 12 mass spectrometer for the detection of 
lipids from mouse brain was inspired by previous work in this lab in which an entire 
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brain organ was imaged via 2D imaging of consecutive tissue slices which were then 
reconstructed into a 3D image of the brain organ.[15] In this work the major sections of 
the mouse brain, gray and white matter, were classified based upon presence and relative 
intensities of phosphatidylserine (PS 18:0 / 22:6), phosphatidylinositol (PI 18:0 / 20:4), 
and the sulfatide (ST 24:1) inside the full scan mass spectrum, Fig .2.5. For these 
experiments, it was not only important to detect the relevant phospholipids, but the data 
quality needed to be consistent from sample to sample such that the raw mass spectral 
data could be processed in a manner that allowed for clear differentiation between 
adjacent tissue types. Typically discriminant analysis techniques are used such that 
individual mass spectra, i.e. regions of tissue, can be classified as being a part of a group 
or subset of a group. 
Three different coronal sections, bragma 8-10, of the same mouse brain were 
analyzed from a total of 16 different samples from the cerebral cortex and hippocampus 
which are compromised of gray and white matter respectively. Data was exported from 
the Mini 12 and the mass range was re-aligned to account for 0.5 to 1.0 amu shifts in the 
data. This adjustment was necessary due to very minor instabilities in the RF amplitude 
during mass analysis, which would be anticipated for a prototype instrument. The MS 
data was then truncated between the mass range of 700 and 900 Th, the target mass range 
for this analysis, and processed by an online application, MetaboAnalyst 2.0[19] that 
offered a suite of statistical processing tools. It should be noted that this online tool is a 
third party application that has been independently verified for the integrity of the 
statistical results. Furthermore, the statistical tool used was designed to accept data 
acquired from commercial instruments that produce low and high resolution data. The 
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results showed excellent 2 and 3 dimensional separation of the white and gray matter 
tissue. The largest contributors to the variation between the two tissue samples were the 
ions of mass-to-charge 888.8 (ST 24:1) and 885.6 (PI 18:0 / 20:4), Fig 2.6. These results 
match the anticipated physiology as the difference in major lipid components between 




The ability to differentiate tissue types in real-time, or, near real-time is of 
importance for intraoperative surgical applications where the operating surgeon needs to 
quickly determine the margin of the diseased tissue. Here it is demonstrated that TS, a 
technique that is less invasive than REIMS or CUSA / SSI, can be coupled to a 
miniaturized mass spectrometer. It is also demonstrated that the performance of the Mini 
12 miniature mass spectrometer can provide data analysis on time scales of 2 - 4s, which 
is relevant for surgical operations, and can produce data that is of sufficient quality and 
reproducibility that it can be used to successfully characterize tissue types with standard 
statistical processing methods. Although much work is still required to improve the mass 
resolution and atmospheric pressure sampling of portable instruments, this demonstration 
suggests that miniature mass spectrometers have the potential to be used in place of larger 
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Figure 2.2: Modifications to the Mini 12 RF circuit which increased the voltage from 5.5 
kVp-p to 7.8 kVp-p. The anticipated maximum detectable mass-to-charge at the increased 
voltage amplitude was 1300 amu. The voltage rating of the RF cable and connections 
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Figure 2.3: nESI mass spectrum of PEG oligomers obtained on the Mini 12 instrument as 
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Figure 2.4: Full scan mass spectrum of gray matter (~ 100 µg) sampled directly from 
mouse brain tissue with TS and analyzed on a Mini 12 mass spectrometer. The mass 
range m/z 700 to 900 is the target range for biological lipid analysis. Inside this mass 
range the relevant phospholipids used in tissue characterization can be clearly identified. 































Target mass range: m/z 700 to 900
Target lipid species:
*m/z 747.6     PG 16:0 / 18:1
*m/z 774.5     plasmenyl-PE (18:0 / 22:6)
*m/z 790.5     PE 18:0 / 22:6
*m/z 834.4     PS 18:0 / 22:6
*m/z 857.5     PI 16:0 / 20:4
*m/z 885.6     PI 18:0 / 20:4
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CHAPTER 3. PERFORMANCE OF A LOW VOLTAGE ION TRAP AND 
ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS FOR ION TRAP FABRICATION 
3.1 Introduction 
Demand for in situ detection of specific compounds at the parts-per-billion (ppb) 
and parts-per-million (ppm) levels is one of the factors driving the development of 
portable mass spectrometers[1-5]. The ability to successfully miniaturize and / or 
simplify the geometry of instrument components, particularly the electronics, vacuum 
system, and mass analyzer[6, 7] is the key to this development. Quadrupole ion trap mass 
analyzers are well suited for use in portable instruments due to their ability to operate at 
elevated pressures (10-2 to 10-3 torr), relaxing the vacuum system requirements, and the 
ability to use a single mass analyzer for tandem MS experiments. Additionally, ion traps, 
especially those with electrodes of simple geometry such as the cylindrical ion trap[8] 
(CIT) and the rectilinear ion trap[7] (RIT), are more easily scaled to mini[9-11] and 
micro[12-15] dimensions than other mass analyzer types. Furthermore, the simplified 
shape of the electrodes allows for fabrication of these mass analyzers with non-traditional 
manufacturing techniques and materials.[16] 
RITs are simplified linear ion trap mass analyzers consisting of planar electrodes, 
viz. two end caps, and pairs of Y-electrodes and X-electrodes, respectively. At the usual 
size scale the optimized dimensions are 5x4 mm nominally (one-half the distance 
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between opposing X and Y-electrodes)[7]. Details related to the dimensions, mechanical 
tolerances, and assembly of the 5 x 4 RIT can be found in appendix A.  This device has 
been well characterized and utilized as the mass analyzer in portable instruments for in-
field applications[17-20]. Since the operating voltage scales as the square of the distance 
between the trapping electrodes, and power scales to the square of the RF amplitude, 
greatly reduced power requirements needed for portable instruments can be achieved by 
size reduction[10].  RIT mass analyzers have previously been fabricated with nearly the 
same geometry as used in this work and they have given peak widths of approximately 
1.5 - 2 Th (FWHM)[21, 22]. However, these earlier experiments did not employ small 
total MS systems, and notably they did not suffer from the limited pumping capabilities 
characteristic of handheld MS systems.  In this work a miniaturized, steel, RIT and a full 
size RIT fabricated with industrial printed circuit board (PCB) manufacturing methods 
were characterized in a single stage manifold, without ion optics or specialized buffer gas, 
and under pressure conditions comparable to those of a portable mass spectrometer. Both 
systems utilized a discontinuous atmospheric pressure interface (DAPI) to sample 
externally generated ions[23-25]. Performance of the miniaturized, steel, RIT analyzer 
(1.66x1.43 mm for X0 and Y0 respectively; 1/3
rd the scale of the usual RIT dimensions) 
and the PCB RIT (5x4 mm for X0 and Y0 respectively) when operated at pressures 




3.2 1/3 Size Stainless Steel RIT 
 
3.2.1 Materials and Method 
Machining of the electrodes (304 stainless steel) was executed using computer 
numerical control (CNC) followed by hand polishing of the inner electrode surfaces to a 
mirror finish. Precision cut Macor ceramic established the inter-electrode distances and 
formed the insulating spacers between adjacent electrodes (Fig. 3.1 and 3.2). Analyzer 
assembly was completed by hand. Upon final assembly the average gap spacing (distance 
between adjacent X and Y-electrodes) was 0.590 mm, and the trapping dimensions 
(distance between opposing X and Y-electrode pairs) were 1.66 mm and 1.43 mm 
respectively. These measurements were made using an optical microscope (SmartScope 
MVP 300, Optical Gauging Products, Inc.) and are accurate to ±1 µm. The length of the 
ion trap (z-dimension) and the dimensions of the ion ejection slits in the X-electrodes 
were measured to be 40 mm and 0.33 x 25 mm, respectively, as measured with a 
micrometer (Mitutoyo, CD-6 BS) additional details can be found in appendix A. As in all 
linear ion traps, the z dimension of this device controls the ion trapping volume but does 
not impact the generation of a quadrupolar field in the x-y plane.[26] A confining force is 
however, established in the z-dimension by applying a DC potential to the end cap 
electrodes. 
 Mass calibration and experimental determination of the upper limit of the mass 
range was determined using polyethylene glycol (PEG) in methanol/water (1:1 by vol.) at 
concentrations ranging from 10 µM to 100 µM. The PEG mix was prepared from seven 
oligomers with average molecular weights ranging from approximately 100 to 600 
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(Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.) all used without further purification or modification. PEG was 
selected for its ability to produce singly-charged, sodiated adducts in the presence of 
sodium salts.  
Ions generated by nano-ESI were pulsed into the vacuum manifold using a 
discontinuous atmospheric pressure interface (DAPI)[23-25]. This ion introduction 
interface is comprised of a controllable, short duration valve (ASCO Scientific, Florham 
Park NJ) with a conductive rubber capillary as the seating material (Simolex Rubber 
Corp., Plymouth MI). When the DAPI valve is open, gas phase neutrals and the ions 
generated in the ambient environment are passed to the low pressure (base pressure ~10-4 
to 10-6 torr) vacuum manifold that contains the mass analyzer. Once the DAPI valve is 
closed, the introduced ions are trapped while neutral gas-phase molecules are pumped 
away. This decreases the operating pressure of the ion trap, and allows the electron 
multiplier (Photonics, Magnum 5903) to be turned on. In the scan function implemented 
for these experiments (Fig. 3.3), the DAPI valve was opened to the atmosphere for 50 ms 
and then closed for the duration of the pump down and mass scan period, which was 
approximately 2000 ms. The stainless steel ion introduction capillary was aligned co-
axially with the aperture in the ion trap front end cap and positioned such that there was a 
1 mm gap between the two. This allowed gating of the ions into the trap using the front 
end cap voltage and it avoided perturbation of the quadrupolar field by inserting the 
capillary directly between the X and Y electrodes. 
 A laboratory built system that utilized LCQ Duo (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San 
Jose CA) electronics and LCQ Duo Tune 1.0 software/Ion Trap Control Language 
interface was used for electronic timing and control. The vacuum system consisted of a 
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TSQ7000 manifold with single stage pumping. A BocEdwards E2M30 (30 m3/hr) rotary 
vane pump at the front and a Pfeifer 260 turbo molecular pump (210 L/s) backed by a 
second BocEdwards E2M40 (40 m3/hr) was necessary to accommodate the large vacuum 
manifold. The performance of the vacuum system was specifically de-tuned to achieve 
pressures in the ion trap similar to those given by miniature systems.  
After the DAPI valve was closed, ending the 50 ms ion sampling pulse, the front 
end cap was held at 1.8 V for 150 ms to allow the ions in the sample volume to transfer 
completely out of the 200 mm introduction capillary and into the ion trap. The front end 
cap was then raised to 15 V, and the rear end cap continued to be held at 25 V. Ions were 
allowed to cool for 500 ms while the manifold pressure dropped from its peak pressure of 
~75 mtorr to ~15 mtorr, at which point the RF (drive frequency 1.105MHz) amplitude 
was scanned from 68 V0-p to 610 V0-p at a rate of 833.3 Th/s, thus completing the 
analytical mass scan. Mass analysis was completed with a mass selective instability scan 
with resonance ejection by applying a dipolar, supplementary, RF to the x-electrodes at a 
frequency of 358 kHz (  = 0.77). Amplitude of the supplementary AC was ramped 
linearly from 340 mVp-p to 1.1 Vp-p throughout the analytical scan. In this work the scan 
rate is slower than that used in typical operation of full size RITs (10,000 Th/s) which 




3.2.2 Results and Discussion 
 
3.2.2.1 MS Performance 
Mass resolution performance, ion capacity, mass accuracy, and scan speed of the 
analyzer depend upon the electronic field structure that is used to trap gas-phase ions 
which is established by the electrode geometry. Calculations to determine the expansion 
coefficients from the electric field were completed for the 1/3 size stainless steel RIT by 
modeling the electrode geometry in SIMION (SIMION 8.0, Scientific Instrument 
Services, Inc.), Fig. 3.4, and exporting the potential array to an electric field calculator 
coded with MathCAD (MathCAD v14, Parametric Technology Corporation), Fig. 3.5 and 
3.6. The calculated value for the quadrupole (A2) expansion term for the electric filed 
was 0.673 which was in agreement to the reported values for the full size RIT (0.654)[7] 
within 5% and was considered to be accurate and acceptable, Fig. 3.6. Additional details 
related to the MathCAD program used to process the potential array export from 
SIMION and calculation of the expansion coefficients can be found in appendix A. 
The trapping voltage (depth of the effective potential well) for the miniature RIT 
was optimized by increasing the RF amplitude several volts at a time until the m/z 
distribution of the PEG sample was detected. A trapping voltage of 68 V0-p (low mass 
cutoff ~m/z 140) was determined experimentally to be the minimum voltage necessary to 
detect ions of up to m/z 1250. The PEG ions covered the entire mass range and were 
separated by intervals of 44 Th (Fig. 3.7). The peak RF voltage necessary for completing 
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an analytical scan over this mass range was 610 V0-p and spectral resolution was on the 
order of 2 Th FWHM at m/z 305, which increased with, m/z (Fig. 3.8). 
By way of comparison the Mini 11, a portable mass spectrometer that uses a full 
size RIT as the mass analyzer, is limited by the available RF voltage (2250 V0-p) to a 
maximum m/z of 700 when operated at ~1 MHz[27]. Under the operating conditions 
described in materials and methods, the miniaturized RIT is capable of detecting m/z of 
900 at 448 V0-p. The two systems give comparable mass resolution. The miniaturized RIT 
mass analyzer, as evaluated on a laboratory scale instrument, exhibits analytical 
performance in terms of mass resolution, mass range, and operating voltage that is 
adequate for affirmative detection of small organic molecules, e.g. explosives, chemical 
warfare agents, drugs of abuse, and most pharmaceuticals, that have mass-to-charge 
values below 500. Thus, implementation of such a mass analyzer on a portable 
instrument is highly attractive. To further support the feasibility of using a 1/3 size RIT in 
a portable instrument the method of ion introduction in the present study is similar to that 
expected for a portable instrument also utilizing a DAPI source. It is anticipated that 
operational pressure for the detuned laboratory scale instrument and the portable 
instrument will be sufficiently similar to avoid a significant decrease in performance. 
The DAPI source provides a method for sampling charged analytes at 
atmospheric pressure while satisfying the vacuum requirements of the mass spectrometer. 
We note, however, the somewhat inefficient use of the sample since the duty cycle (open 
time vs. overall cycle period) of the DAPI is just a few percent. Another drawback is that 
the mass analyzer is operated at pressures that are an order of magnitude or more above 
the optimal working pressure of 10-3 torr and there is no control over the number of ions 
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introduced to the ion trap. These factors together with mechanical imperfections in the 
electrode alignment and the surfaces of the electrodes contribute to peak broadening. The 
results obtained here are consistent with the performance anticipated for a device of this 
geometry, scale, and operation inside the pressure range achieved with a DAPI source. 
 
3.2.2.2 Mass Selective Ion Ejection 
Frequencies which correlate with effective ion ejection were measured by 
applying a low amplitude AC signal to the X-electrodes during the ion trapping phase of 
the scan function. Ions of a selected m/z were resonantly excited and ejected from the ion 
trap by controlling the frequency, amplitude, and duration of the applied AC signal. 
Typical time and amplitude values ranged from 50 to 100 ms and 100 to 200 mVp-p.  
An approximate determination of the ejection frequency for an ion of a particular 
m/z ratio can be made by monitoring the frequency at which the ion disappears from the 
mass spectrum (Fig. 3.9). Repeating this experiment for the most abundant ions in the 
sample, allows a plot of the ejection frequency versus m/z to be constructed. The results 
(Fig. 3.10) demonstrate that the ejection frequencies for a given m/z are in close 
agreement with the calculated secular frequency and follow the theoretical trend 
attributable to the inverse relationship between  and m/z. 
 
3.2.2.3 Tandem MS Performance  
The protonated cocaine molecule, m/z 304, fragments to give m/z 182 by 
elimination of benzoic acid[28, 29]. Also observable, although in lower abundance, is a 
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competing fragmentation pathway in which benzaldehyde is lost from the protonated 
molecule, forming an ion of m/z 198. Conditions under which both fragmentation 
pathways are observed can be particularly useful for chemical profiling experiments used 
to identify pure compounds and/or compound metabolites using known 
fragmentations[30]. Cocaine was isolated through the application of a stored waveform 
inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT)[31] function for 450 ms, followed by activation at  
= 0.36 (~147 kHz) for 30 ms at amplitudes of approximately 200 mVp-p. DAPI, as 
previously described, allows introduction of both analyte ions and neutral molecules into 
the vacuum manifold and mass analyzer. The manifold pressure for CID was optimized at 
20 mtorr (as measured from the mini-convectron gauge on the vacuum manifold), where 
the neutral molecules introduced during the DAPI pulse serve as the buffer gas during 
these experiments. 
To optimize the voltage used during MS/MS experiments, the AC amplitude was 
varied from 200 to 250 mVp-p by increments of approximately 10 mVp-p (Fig. 3.11 and 
3.12). The maximum fragmentation efficiency for cocaine was found to be 9.1% (Fig. 
3.13). In this experiment over 90% of the precursor ions are lost prior to dissociation. 
Fragmentation of the small peptide Bradykinin was also obtained under the optimized 
pressure and CID energy conditions, where characteristic fragments for y8, y7, y6, y5, b5, 
and b8 were observed, Fig. 3.14. Demonstration of the ability to perform tandem MS 
experiments for peptide species suggest that this reduced scale mass analyzer, could be 
used for the detection of biologically relevant species, an area where portable or 
instruments with miniaturized systems are not being heavily utilized.  
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The mechanism by which ions are activated in CID and by which they are 
resonantly ejected from the ion trap are similar. Excitation energy is supplied using an 
AC waveform applied in resonance with the ion secular frequency. Considering that the 
pseudopotential well depth is proportional to the magnitude of the applied RF, the well 
for a miniaturized RIT is shallower than its full-size counterpart by approximately a 
factor of nine (due to the three-fold reduction in physical size). Under these conditions 
resonance ejection increasingly competes with activation and results in poor 
fragmentation efficiency. Figure 3.15 is a composite image indicating full scan and 
tandem MS performance as well as mechanical dimensions, operational voltages, and 
pressures. 
 
3.3 1/2 Size PCB RIT 
Parallel to the characterization of the miniaturized stainless steel RIT was the 
brief investigation and characterization of RIT mass analyzers at both the full size and 
miniaturized geometries. These mass analyzers were fabricated with industrial printed 
circuit board (PCB) technology and materials. There have been previous reports of using 
PCB material to fabricate ion traps intended for chemical analysis[32, 33] however, this 
investigation was undertaken as a practical exercise for field-portable instruments to 
assess the effect of replacing the steel mass analyzer. Here, PCB was selected because 
fabrication could be completed with the same mechanical precision as stainless steel 
machining (i.e., electrode dimensions and surfaces roughness), cost of fabrication is more 
than ten times less expensive ($100 – 160), fabrication time is approximately 4-7 of days, 
and this technology is scaleable to produce miniaturized RITs such as those previously 
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discussed. Altogether, these factors make the concept of a disposable mass analyzer 
practical and potentially necessary for portable instruments that have sample introduction 
strategies in which the mass analyzer can become contaminated via direct exposure to the 
ambient atmosphere. 
 
3.3.1 PCB Fabrication 
FR-4 was used as the fabrication material for the PCB electrodes (X- electrode, 
Y-electrode, and end caps) and the ion trap assembly support used to mount the device 
inside the vacuum manifold. RF-4 is an industry standard, non-conducting, fiberglass 
material with an epoxy binder. It features high mechanical stability, is chemically inert, 
has extremely low water absorptivity, and has strong adhesion to successive laminate 
layers, i.e. the gold metal which is used to form the electrode. Full size (Fig. 3.16) or 1/3rd 
size RIT (Fig. 3.17) fabrication is well within the capability of the current tooling used in 
the manufacture of PCBs which produce electrical traces and through-hole vias at sizes of 
0.1524 mm (0.006 in) as a standard dimension. The critical trapping dimensions for this 
device continue to be 5 x 4mm in the X0 and Y0 dimensions, except for the 1/3
rd size RIT 
which was 1.66 x 1.33 mm, and in both cases gold plating (0.1778mm (0.007in) thick) 
was used on one side of the FR-4 substrate to define the trapping electrodes. Mechanical 
schematics for the full size and miniature RIT (both stainless steel and PCB) can be 





Capacitance of the full size PCB RIT was measured to be approximately 7 pF 
whereas the stainless steel RIT of the same dimension was measured to be 18.7 pF under 
the same conditions (Table 3.1). If the ion trap is considered to be a generalized form of a 
parallel plate capacitor then the lower capacitance for the PCB RIT can be explained by a 
reduction in the electrode size which can be limited, due to the fabrication technology, to 
only the area responsible for setting up the electric field to trap gas-phase ions while still 
maintaining the optimized 5 x 4 mm geometry. This reduction in capacitance has a 
twofold benefit (i) a slightly larger inductor can be used in the LC-Tank circuit which 
translates to increased voltage amplitude output and therefore increased mass range, (ii) 
less current is necessary to charge up the capacitor allowing the RF and supplementary 
RF circuits to obtain their maximum voltages while driving less current, allowing for 
faster response times and less distortion to the electrical signal(s). 
The PCB RIT was operated with a main RF frequency tuned to 942 kHz and was 
operated in the mass selective instability scan mode with resonance ejection 409 kHz (qz 
= 0.887). As previously discussed [PEG+Na]+ was used to characterize this instrument 
for spectral resolution and mass range. A Mini 11.5 was used as the instrument to 
perform all of the characterization work for the PCB RIT. Under these conditions the 
maximum detectable mass-to-charge was 921 (n = 20) and FWHM values for low mass 
ions were measured to be just under 1Th and increased to approximately 2 Th across the 
mass range (Fig. 3.18). This performance was nearly identical to the stainless steel RIT in 
terms of mass range, spectral resolution, and MS2 capabilities (Fig. 3.19) when operated 
on Mini 11.5 under the same conditions. 
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It has been demonstrated that the regions of ion stability can be influenced by 
operational conditions such as space charge, pressure, and electrode structure.[7, 34, 35] 
To verify that the PCB RIT had the same region of stability as that reported for the 
stainless steel RIT with the same X0 and Y0 dimensions, region 1 of the ion stability map 
was mapped with a Mini 11.5 modified to allow for a DC potential to be placed on the X-
electrodes. These changes were completed in a way that allowed for the timing and 
voltage control of the DC and RF circuits to be made with the on-board Mini 11.5 power 
supplies and method editor software, i.e. no external power supplies or pulse generators 
were used, Fig. 3.20. 
 It was observed that the base peak for methamphetamine was m/z 91 instead of 
m/z 150, [M+H]+, which is a fragment of the protonated molecular ion that is formed as a 
result of a nitrogen beta-cleavage. This fragmentation occurred prior to any modulation 
of the RF or DC voltages and, so far, has only been witnessed on Mini instruments which 
use a discontinuous atmospheric pressure interface to inject externally generated ions into 
the mass analyzer. As a consequence the stability region was mapped with m/z 91. 
Mapping of the stability region was completed in two parts, the top half of the 
diagram was mapped by modulating the RF from 110V0-p to 440V0-p in 4.5V steps and 
DC from 0V to -50V in 1.5V steps. The bottom half was completed by first isolating m/z 
91 using RF DC isolation, 340V0-p and -42V for 20ms, followed by RF modulation from 
110V0-p to 440V0-p in 4.5V steps and DC from 0V to 50V in 1.5V steps. Data were 
recorded by setting the RF Voltage and then increasing the DC DAC values until the 
signal to noise ratio was approximately 1 for m/z 91 indicating that the threshold of the 
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stability boundary had been reached, at this point the RF DAC value was incremented, 
the DC DAC was reset to 0V and the process was repeated, Fig. 3.21. 
Of the four types of RITs discussed in this work the 1/3 size RIT fabricated from 
PCB material appears to offer the most promise because it combines all the benefits of 
PCB fabrication with that of a miniaturized RIT, Table 3.1. Despite the fact that the 1/3 
size RIT exhibits reduced performance for tandem MS and mass resolution it could be of 
use for applications that tolerate these limitations as a trade off for an overall reduction in 
instrument size, weight, and low power operation. While this device has been constructed 
and signal has been obtained when used as the mass analyzer on a miniature mass 
spectrometer, it was not fully characterized. 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
The mass range, spectral quality, tandem MS capabilities, and operating voltages of 
a miniaturized RIT or a full size RIT fabricated with PCB material demonstrate attractive 
mass analyzer options for use in portable mass spectrometers. This study also serves as a 
method for evaluation of ion traps in other areas of research namely, devices with further 
miniaturized dimensions, ion traps made of electrodes fabricated using new 
technologies/materials, ion traps with novel electrode geometries, and ion trap arrays[9, 
22, 36-38]. In addition, at this scale (and smaller) the RF amplitude necessary to 
complete mass analysis over a range of approximately 100-500 Th, suitable for the 
detection of most standard organic compounds, is within the range of commercially 
available operational amplifiers. A “direct drive” approach to RF control would offer the 
benefit of ion trap operation without the use of specially designed inductance coils, thus 
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simplifying the design and construction of field portable mass spectrometers through 
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Table 3.1: Comparison of RIT mass analyzers constructed at different dimensions and 





















Material Dimensions (X0 x Y0 x Z mm) Capacetence (pF) Inductance (µH)
Voltage (V0-p) to obtain m/z 
2000 (boundary ejection)
Voltage (V0-p) to obtain m/z 
2000 (resej  qz = 0.78)
Stainless Steel (316) 5 x 4 x 40 18.7 398 7101 6102
PCB (FR-4) 5 x 4 x 40 6.3 494 7101 6102
Stainless Steel (304) 1.66 x 1.33 x 40 22.1 378 789 678
PCB (FR-4) 1.66 x 1.33 x 40 8.2 476 789 678
RIT comparison
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Figure 3.3: Scan function used to operate the miniaturized RIT. During experiments in 
which no ion isolation or activation were conducted amplitudes and time segments for 
















































Figure 3.5: Visualization of the electric fields for 1/3rd size RIT calculated from the 
SIMION potential array. Top) Field in the X-Y plane; Middle) Field in the X-Z plane; 







Figure 3.6: Electric field in the X-Y plane; Note: due to symmetry only ¼ of the entire 
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Figure 3.8: Full scan performance of the 1/3rd size RIT for PEG oligomers across the 
mass range. Note that FWHM values are approximately 1-2 amu across the mass range. 
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Figure 3.10: Ion frequency map: Solid line indicates the calculated secular ion 
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Figure 3.13: Precursor m/z 304, , and product ion m/z 182, , intensity vs. AC 



















































Figure 3.14: Collisional induced dissociation (CID) mass spectrum of Bradykinin 
obtained on the 1/3rd RIT; activation qz =0.206, AC amplitude 220 mV, manifold pressure 
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Figure 3.21: Map of the first region of stability as acquired with the PCB RIT. The 
boundary of the stability region was determined to be when the s/n of m/z 91 was equal to 
1











CHAPTER 4. DEVELOPMENT OF A MINIATURE RECTILINEAR ION TRAP 
ARRAY WITH INDEPENDENTLY CONTROLED CHANNELS 
4.1 Introduction 
Desire to improve the utility of field portable and handheld mass spectrometers 
for in-situ chemical detection has inspired new developments in instrumentation design. 
Arguably, the most important consideration is the operational power consumption which 
directly limits the effectiveness of portable instruments in the field. Miniature instrument 
systems such as control electronics,[1, 2] vacuum systems,[3-5] and mass analyzers[6-8] 
has therefore become the subject of recent investigation due to its effect on power 
consumption, physical size, and weight. The accomplishments in these areas have 
dramatically narrowed the performance gap between laboratory based and portable 
instruments. Of continuing importance, and the subject of the work presented here, is 
research focused on reducing mass analyzer size. 
The list of miniaturized mass analyzers includes ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) 
cells, time of flight (TOFs), sector instruments, quadrupole mass filters (QMF), 
quadrupole ion traps (QIT or ITMS), and toroidal ion traps. All have demonstrated mass 
ranges and resolutions that are analytically useful for field portable instruments.[6, 7, 9] 
However, the following attributes are unique to ion traps which makes them attractive as 
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the mass analyzer in portable instruments: (i) Optimal operating pressures are in the 
mTorr range,[10] relatively high compared to other mass analyzers, which directly 
benefits portable mass spectrometers because it allowsminiaturized vacuum systems to be 
used which reduce instrument weight and power consumption. (ii) Multiple stages of 
collisionally induced disassociation (CID) can be executed within the same analyzer[11] 
thereby improving the specificity and the signal to noise of ratio of the chemical 
measurement. (iii) The electric field strength necessary for operation is inversely 
proportional to the square of r0; where r0 is defined as the dimension of the inscribed 
radius of the electric field generated by the electrodes of the mass analyzer. Ion traps with 
reduced physical dimensions, therefore require comparatively lower voltage amplitudes 
than their full size counterparts to trap gas phase ions and complete mass analysis.[12-14] 
Although ion trap miniaturization offers a solution to reducing the operating 
voltage requirements for conducting mass analysis, sensitivity, limits of detection, and 
signal-to-noise are negatively impacted due to reduced ion storage capacity. Furthermore, 
mass resolution is also negatively affected as lower voltages generate shallower 
pseudopotential well depths.[15] To offset this drawback strategies such as increasing the 
operating frequency of the main RF[16] and parallel operation of ion trap arrays with 
various numbers of ion trap elements, electrode geometries, and dimensions have been 
explored.[9, 17-23] Interestingly, materials science now plays a large role in the 
development of array based mass analyzers due to the dimensional scale and number of 
individual mass analyzers that can be constructed using integrated circuit manufacturing 
technology. Operation of ion trap arrays with r0 dimensions between 40 to 500 µm have 
been demonstrated[16, 20, 24] and the analytical merits of still smaller devices (r0 = 1 µm) 
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and arrays containing 106 - 107 individual traps have been discussed.[9] While few ion 
traps or ion trap arrays have been built at micron scales, fabrication technologies that 
offer an alternative to steel machining such as metalized plastic polymer, printed circuit 
board, and ceramic are attractive because they allow analyzers to be constructed with a 
high degree of complexity, at lower cost, and are manufactured on time scales of days 
rather than weeks.[7, 8, 25] 
Despite advances made toward reduced operating voltages through mass analyzer 
miniaturization and adaptation of non-traditional fabrication techniques to create ion trap 
arrays, errors in fabrication compromise the integrity of the physical electrodes, surface 
roughness, and, or, electrode alignment. The effects of these physical defects are manifest 
in the resulting mass spectrum. For example and ion trap array that has adjacent ion traps 
with slightly different r0 values will cause ions of the same m/z to eject at different time 
points during the amplitude scan of the main RF. The result is a broadening of the mass 
spectral peak attributed to that ion due to contributions from each ion trap. In situations 
where the r0 value for adjacent traps is substantially different from each other the mass-
to-charge value for that ion may be completely miss assigned in the mass spectrum. This 
phenomenon is not limited to miniaturized ion traps fabricated with alternative 
technologies and has been reported for array instruments that utilize ion traps fabricated 
from stainless steel with millimeter r0 dimensions.[26-29] Even though utilization of 
highly miniaturized ion traps and ion trap arrays as mass analyzers for portable mass 
spectrometers has been anticipated, little discussion has been made on methods to control 
ion trap arrays or compensate for physical defects in the electrode structure to improve 
the overall analytical signal. In this investigation two types of control are investigated for 
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an ion trap array (i) the ability to enable or disable any ion trap channel inside the array 
structure at any point in time, (ii) the ability apply calibrated RF waveforms during mass 
analysis to compensate for differences in r0, and (iii) demonstration of the ability to 
selectively scan any ion trap channel at any time point without affecting the ions trapped 
in other ion trap channels. 
An eight-channel array of miniaturized rectilinear ion traps (RIT) with ion trap 
dimensions of 1.33 x 1.66 x 16.66 mm for X0, Y0, and Z respectively has been 
constructed using a Stereolitography apparatus (SLA). Ion trap “on/off” control is 
established using a bias tee circuit in which a switch that toggles between 0 and -21 VDC 
applies a potential difference between the x and y-electrodes of the mass analyzer 
allowing for the Mathieu a parameter to be changed. At 0 VDC there is no potential bias 
between the x and y-electrodes (Mathieu parameter a  0) and the ions undergo stable 
trajectories and the ion trap is referred to as being ‘on’ because it contributes to the total 
ion signal during mass analysis. At -21 VDC a bias between the electrode pairs exists 
(Mathieu parameter a  0) which destabilizes the ion trajectories. Under this operating 
condition the mass analyzer is referred to as being “off” because it does not contribute to 
the total ion signal during mass analysis.  
Mass analysis is completed with a mass selective instability scan. In this method 
of mass analysis the amplitude of the RF is scanned from low to high causing ions to 
become unstable and eject from the trap in order of low to high mass-to-charge. It is ideal 
for each ion of the same mass-to-charge eject from each ion trap in the array at the same 
time during the RF ramp. However, due to differences in r0 between adjacent ion traps 
this is does not always occur. To compensate for differences in r0 individual RF 
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waveforms were applied per ion trap channel to achieve simultaneous ejection from all 
ion trap channels for an ion(s) of a given mass-to-charge. RF amplitude compensation is 
established by using an eight channel circuit in which each ion trap in the array has a 
dedicated operational amplifier[30] that amplifies a trap-specific calibrated waveform 
generated by two arbitrary waveform generators. Each ion trap is electrically isolated 
such that it can be independently controlled without impact on any other element in the 
array. 
 
4.2 Materials and Methods 
 
4.2.1 Fabrication: PCB-Stereolitography Apparatus Technology, Metallization, 
Channel Isolation 
 
The Stereolitography apparatus on printed circuit board (PCB) fabrication 
technique and circular architecture of the electrodes used to construct the array of 
miniaturized RITs has been previously described[21, 31] and was completed in 
collaboration with Prof Chappell, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Purdue 
University. Additional information related to the fabrication methodologies can be found 
in the thesis of Jeffery D. Maas titled 3D Integration of Geometry Optimized Single and 
Multichannel Miniature Ion Trap Chemical Sensor.[32] The steps in the build process are 
schematically outlined in figure 4.1. PCB is an excellent substrate for attaching the SLA 
electrodes that form the ion trap array because the surface can be milled to form the 
necessary electrical traces and the pads from which are cut into the PCB and form the 
base of the trapping electrodes adhere strongly to the SLA polymer resin. Briefly, 
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NanoForm™ 15120 (DMS Somos®, New Castle DE) was used as the photoactive resin 
to grow the electrodes on top of a PCB substrate that had been previously milled to create 
the RF, AC, and DC electrical traces. A Viper Si2 SLA build instrument (3D Systems, 
Rock Hill SC) was used. This instrument has a laser spot size of 75 µm ±15 µm, in high 
resolution mode, and a minimum distance of 50 µm between successive build layers. 
When completed, the array consists of 8 individual miniaturized RITs circularly arranged 
around a single Magnum 5903 electron multiplier detector (BURLE Industries Inc., 
Lancaster PA). Each ion trap channel has the nominal trapping dimensions of 1.66 x 1.33 
x 16.66 mm for X0, Y0, and Z respectively and the entire array volume measures 77 x 90 
x 32 mm (Fig. 4.2). 
Metallization of the ion trap array has been slightly changed to improve adherence 
of the metal plating to the polymer substrate and to allow for physically smoother 
surfaces and even metal deposition. All chemicals were obtained from Electrochemicals, 
Inc. (Maple Plain, MN) and were used as recommended by the manufacturer. Following a 
thermal post-cure the completed array was submerged in hydrochloric acid (5:1, 
H2O:HCl) for 30 seconds to remove excess solvent residue and this was followed by a 
sulfuric acid rinse (10:1, H2O: H2SO4) for 1 minute to slightly etch the copper traces. The 
entire array was then placed in an agitating solution of palladium-tin catalyst for 5 
minutes to establish a seed layer of copper, removed, and placed in the copper 4000 
chemical bath for approximately 45 seconds to form a Cu layer approximately 50 nm in 
thickness. Once the Cu layer is established the entire array was immediately placed into 
the nickel plating solution (Uyemura KPR-11) for 30 min in order to plate the entire array 
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with a 5 µm thick layer of nickel. Finally, the array is placed into the gold platting bath 
(TAM-55 Au) for 5 to 10 minutes, forming a gold layer approximately 50 nm thick. 
Electrical isolation for each of the ion trap electrodes was completed using a laser 
with a 6 µm focal point to ablate excess metal deposited during the metallization process. 
Use of this laser allowed for metal ablation to be completed close to the electrode base 
without ablating the sidewalls or top of the electrode. A pattern is needed for every 500 
µm variation in height across the array, 8 distinct patterns were necessary to complete the 
electrical isolation. The smallest distances between individual electrodes inside the array 
structure is approximately 550 µm (adjacent X and Y-electrodes along the interior of the 
ion trap) which is an air gap, the narrowest isolation completed by the ablation laser is 
approximately 1.5 mm (adjacent X and Y-electrodes along the exterior of the ion trap). 
 
 
4.2.2 Instrumentation: Control Electronics (LCQ), Pumping System, Operational 
Pressure, and Voltage Amplitudes 
  
 LCQ Duo (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose CA) electronics and LCQ Duo 
Tune 1.0 software/Ion Trap Control Language software were used for system electronics 
timing and control. The vacuum system consisted of a TSQ 7000 manifold, a front 
mounted Pfeifer 260 turbo molecular pump (210 L/s) operated at ⅔ power, and a second 
Pfeifer 260 turbo molecular pump (210 L/s) backed by a BocEdwards E2M40 (40 m3/hr) 
mounted at the rear. The vacuum system for this instrument was specifically de-tuned to 
achieve similar operational pressures, as measured from a mini-convectron gauge 
connected to the vacuum manifold (Brooks Granvile-Phillips, Chelmsford, MA, US), as 
portable mass spectrometers also utilizing single stage vacuum system and direct 
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injection of externally generated ions via a discontinuous or continuous atmospheric 
pressure interface (DAPI).[4, 33-36]  
Ions were generated at ambient pressure via atmospheric pressure ionization 
(APCI) or nano-electrospray ionization (nESI). All chemical samples were obtained from 
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and were used without further purification or 
modification. Analyte ions were introduced to the vacuum manifold using a 
discontinuous atmospheric pressure interface (DAPI).[4, 34, 35] Typical DAPI pulse 
durations are on time scales of tens of milliseconds (ms). During this time interval the gas 
conductance of ion and neutrals is high enough that a sufficient number of analyte ions 
are drawn into the ion trap and fall under the influence of the RF field where they 
undergo stable trajectories. Once the DAPI valve is closed, neutral molecules are pumped 
away while ions remain confined inside the ion trap. Unless otherwise noted the DAPI 
valve was open to the atmosphere for 15 to 50 ms and then closed for the duration of the 
scan, which was approximately 1000 to 2000 ms depending upon the scan function and 
mass range analyzed. Typical pressures experienced by the array mass analyzer under 
these operating conditions was approximately 7.0x10-2 Torr during ion introduction and 
1.5x10-2 Torr at the start of the mass analysis scan. 
Once inside the vacuum chamber ions were transferred to the RIT array via a 20 
cm long stainless steel capillary which was co-axially aligned with the center of the ion 
trap array and separated from the front end cap of the array by a 10 mm gap. No guiding 
or focusing lenses were used to aid in the injection of ions into individual traps.[21, 31] 
Ion dispersion and injection into each trap depended entirely on the gas expansion 
generated by the difference between manifold and ambient pressures.[37, 38] The RF 
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drive frequency was tuned to 950 kHz for experiments utilizing an LC tank circuit or 
Apex 85 operational amplifier (Cirrus Logic, Austin TX). A mass selective instability 
scan in which the RF amplitude was scanned from 50 V0-p to 200 V0-p at a rate of 833.3 
Th/s was used for mass analysis except for analysis of intact proteins. Due to the number 
of available basic sites on an intact protein, they typically have large charge state 
envelopes that can range from m/z 600 to 1200. For these experiments the RF amplitude 
was scanned to a maximum voltage of 600 V0-p, using the LC tack circuit exclusively. 
Resonance ejection was also utilized to improve spectral resolution and extend the mass 
range.[39] Here, a dipolar supplementary RF was applied to the x-electrodes at a 
frequency of 307 kHz (  = 0.77) and was ramped linearly in amplitude from several 
hundred millivolts to several volts during mass analysis. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
 
4.3.1 Channel Control 
 
4.3.1.1 Bias Tee & Operational Amplifiers 
 Problems unique to mass analyzer arrays arise in the manufacturing process and 
are due primarily to dimensional variation between individual ion traps and mal-formed 
electrode structures within the array. As fabrication techniques such as deep reactive ion 
etching (DIRE) and SLA are utilized to achieve the desired r0 dimensions, the fabrication 
process becomes more complex because multiple steps are required to construct and 
assemble the three dimensional trapping structure. For processes that utilize two or more 
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different material substrates in the build process, differences in thermal expansion 
coefficients and relaxation due to mechanical stress play large roles in the final geometry 
of individual ion traps and also affect how uniform ion trap dimensions are across the 
entire array. While large defects may be localized to only a few of the ion traps, they 
have a significant effect on the resulting mass spectrum that compromises the 
performance of the entire device through peak broadening, misshapen / split peaks, and in 
the most severe cases miss assigned m/z values.  
A bias tee electrical circuit was constructed from a 1 MΩ resistor and 10 nF 
capacitor (Fig. 4.3a) and inserted between the Y electrodes and the RF drive (inductance 
coil or operational amplifier) to allow for control of the DC bias on the drive RF and 
thereby modifying the Mathieu operational parameter ‘a’.[15] When the DC voltage 
applied to the Y electrodes matches that applied to the X-electrodes (set through the LCQ 
control electronics) zero DC potential exists between the X and Y electrode pairs, 
effectively setting the operation point of the Mathieu a parameter equal to zero (Fig 4.3b). 
Under this condition, ions under the influence of the RF field undergo stable trajectories 
and are trapped prior to the mass selective instability scan for mass analysis.[10] A two 
way switch for each ion trap was located outside the vacuum manifold. The DC offset 
applied to the Y electrodes could be toggled between the previously described a = 0 or 
‘on’ state and a ≠ 0 or ‘off’ state in which the applied DC bias creates a non-zero 
potential between the X and Y-electrode pairs. The potential is of sufficient magnitude 
that the operation point for a is outside the first stability region (Fig 4.3c). Under this set 
of conditions ions do not undergo stable trajectories, are not trapped, and do not 
contribute to the total ion signal. 
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Furthermore, because no physical obstruction was used to block ion injection, 
ejection, or detection of the ions, the performance of individual channels can be 
accurately and clearly demonstrated. Figure 4.4 shows the performance for each channel 
in the array which was interrogated with 50 ppm MRFA m/z 524, [M+H]+. With the 
exception of the DC bias applied to the Y-electrodes, all ion trap channels are subject to 
the same voltages over the same time intervals, and thus the cause for mass shifts and 
differences in resolution between channels for the same m/z ion is attributed primarily to 
dimensional variation in r0 for ion traps inside the array. This is further supported by the 
fact that the signal for individual channels, when summed, yields the same profile and 
intensity as measured when all channels are operated in parallel, an indication that 
turning individual traps ‘on’ and ‘off’ does not substantially interfere with the voltage 
magnitudes or frequencies each ion trap experiences during operation. Thus ion signal 
from each channel represents a fraction of the composite array ion signal. Importantly, 
the bias tee circuit allows the performance of the entire array to be evaluated, trap by trap. 
With such information individual channels which have poor performance can be 
identified and then disabled such that their effect on the total ion signal is eliminated (Fig. 
4.5 and 4.6). This idea is analogous to disabled sectors on a computer hard disk because 
they were bad. 
The effects of dimensional variation on mass analyzer performance have been 
well discussed in the literature.[40-43] Due to differences in geometry between ion traps, 
ions of the same m/z value will eject at different time points during the RF amplitude scan. 
If not compensated for, this artifact will be recorded in the mass spectrum in the form of 
peak broadening or incorrect mass assignments that correlate to the magnitude of Δr0 
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between ion traps in the array. In this study, channel 4 was tuned for optimal performance 
and the remaining seven channels were evaluated against it. Using the apparent mass-to-
charge ratio for the singly charged MRFA, m/z 524.3, in combination with the voltage 
amplitude of the RF scan, the dimensional variation between individual channels was 
experimentally determined to be on the order of tens of microns, which is in agreement 
with physical measurements taken in 2010 (Table 4.1). It should be noted that these 
experiments were of the first to be completed on this device and it is speculated that the 
actual dimensions for each trap are closer to the 2010 values than those of 2011 
performed using the same optical microscope and measurement methods.  
What is not explained by the dimensional analysis is the difference in 
performance between ion trap channels that have nearly the same dimensions. For 
example ion trap 4 and 6 are both reported to have the same deviation from theoretical 
dimensions, but ion trap 4 was consistently the best performer and 6 was of the worst. 
Similarly, ion traps 3 and 7 may both be expected to be equally bad based upon the 
dimensional measurement alone. However, ion trap 3 was among the best in terms of 
resolution, second to trap 4, and 7 was the worst. It is known that deviation from the 
optimized ion trap dimensions by way of damage to the electrode structure, surface 
roughness, nonparallel, or skewed electrodes results in a loss of performance.[8, 16, 29] 
This suggest that measurements from the top X-Y plane of the ion trap electrodes is not 
sufficient to fully characterize the electrode structure and that physical aberrations, along 
the z axis, which reside outside the field of view of the optical microscope quite possibly 
have a significant effect and remain uncharacterized. Furthermore, the ion trap 
dimensions are not static over time, the X and Y dimensions taken in 2010 and then again 
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in 2011 show differences of over 100 µm for almost every ion trap channel. RF heating 
has been previously investigated as a cause for time dependent deformation of the 
electrode structures[44] and the results here suggest that this factor, possibly in 
combination with others such as a mechanical relaxation of the electrodes structures 
continues to exist. 
To compensate for some aspects of the mechanical deviations between ion trap 
channels, an eight channel circuit that utilized Apex PA85 operational amplifiers (Cirrius 
Logic, Austin TX) with a gain of 100:1 was developed to supply the drive RF for each 
ion trap (Fig.4.7). This device allows for RF waveforms to be calibrated to a specific ion 
trap in the array. The RF waveform supplied to the multi-channel RF circuit was created 
using two Agilent 33259 (Agilent, Santa Clara CA) arbitrary waveform generators per 
channel. One waveform generator was used to synchronize with the LCQ instrument at 
the start of the acquisition and setup the RF modulation envelope, the second waveform 
generator mixed the RF modulation with the carrier frequency of 950 kHz (same 
frequency that was used in the experiments with the inductance coil). Because two 
waveform generators were required to operate a single channel of the array, only 4 
channels were operated due to availability of the waveform generators. The results for 









4.3.2.1 Mass Resolution and Mass Range 
 The ability to selectively turn individual channels ‘on’ and ‘off’ allowed for 
tuning and performance characterization of the single best channel inside the array; 
establishing criteria by which a comparison could be made to other ion traps in the array 
and analyzers of similar dimensions, but fabricated using different materials or 
techniques, such as stainless steel. Channel 4 of the SLA array demonstrated superior 
performance in terms of resolution and peak shape and was therefore used to collect data 
demonstrating mass range, resolution, and MS2 performance for a single ion trap. 
Control of the number of ions injected into the ion trap has a critical impact on the 
data quality and performance of the mass analyzer. So much so that commercial systems 
have implemented autonomous, dynamic, controls such as automatic gain control 
(AGC)[45] and Ion charge control (ICC)[46] to aid in avoiding space charge conditions 
that result from the injection of too many ions. Excessive space charge results in 
broadened spectral peaks and shifts in the mass assignment, both degrade the analytical 
quality of the mass spectrum and thus the utility of the mass analyzer. Further effects of 
space charge, while not witnessed here, are ion/ion and ion/molecule reactions that 
change the composition of the chemical species available for mass analysis. Because no 
ion optics are used to focus or in any other way control the introduction of ions into the 
array, the pulse duration of the DAPI served a dual purpose of controlling the pressure 
inside the manifold and the ion population injected into the mass analyzer (Fig. 4.8). 
Under the best conditions, in which the DAPI pulse duration was finely tuned along with 
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the position and voltage of the nESI emitter (with respect to the ion introduction 
capillary), resolution of approximately 1 amu (FWHM) was recorded for both +1 and +2 
charge states of MRFA, m/z 524.3 ([M+H]+) and 262.7 ([M+2H]+) respectively (Fig. 4.9). 
More typical resolutions were between 2 and 2.5 Th (FWHM). 
While the ion trap channels of this array demonstrated the same performance as 
those with similar dimensions,[14] it was anticipated that individually, each ion trap 
would have resolution performance at or near unit resolution, similar to their full size (5 x 
4 mm) counterparts. This however, was not observed and it is suspected that this 
difference in performance is related to one or more of the following: deviations from the 
optimized electrode distances, low pseudo potential well depth, space charge effects, and 
the pressure / composition of the buffer gas. All of these factors degrade mass spectral 
resolution because they cause physical dispersion of the ion cloud and a wider 
distribution of ion kinetic energies prior to ejection. 
 The mass range was determined to be approximately 800 amu (m/z 200 to 1000) 
as demonstrated using a single channel with a mixture of sodiated PEG oligimers, 50 to 
100 µM, (M+Na)+ having monomer repeats of 44 amu across the mass range (Fig. 4.10). 
Furthermore, intact protein analysis was also demonstrated using 56 µM equine 
myoglobin (17 kDa) in which the charge state envelope from +26 to +14 required 
maximum RF amplitudes of 1.2 kVp-p. By way of comparison, the spray voltage at 1.6 
KVDC was greater in magnitude that the maximum peak-to-peak RF voltage necessary for 
mass analysis, which supports the possibility that mass analyzers of this size and scale 
have utility in the detection and analysis of large biological molecules in non-laboratory 
settings. While the concentration range used in the analysis of PEG and Myoglobin 
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(present as apomyoglobin under denaturing conditions) were high, this was necessary due 
to the turbulent and unpredictable nature of using a high velocity gas expansion to 
support off-axis ion injection and is most likely a primary source of ion loss. 
 
4.3.2.2 Tandem MS- Single Channel Data 
 As previously stated, one of the key arguments for using an ion trap mass 
analyzer is the ability to use a single device to complete tandem mass spectrometry, i.e. 
multiple stages of fragmentation and mass analysis. Miniaturized ion traps, while capable 
of producing tandem MS spectra, require consideration of additional factors that are less 
necessary for larger devices. The first of these has been previously stated; smaller ion 
trap mass analyzers necessarily have reduced ion trapping capability impacting sensitivity 
and signal to noise. Second, while reduced physical dimensions help to lower the 
necessary operational voltage, reduction in RF voltage also reduces the depth of the 
pseudopotential well. This has an impact on both the mass resolution and allows ejection 
of ions from the trap, by way of resonance excitation, to compete more strongly with 
collisionally induced dissociation (CID) during tandem MS experiments.[13, 47] While 
increasing the operating frequency may be viewed as a solution for improving mass 
resolution and fragmentation efficiency it would also require increased voltage, and 
therefore power, for mass analysis over the same mass to charge range. 
In order to increase the potential well depth during CID experiments for the 
miniature RIT array the RF voltage was increased during the activation period and then 
restored to its original value prior to mass analysis. While repositioning the working point 
of the ions to an increased qz value allowed for increased well depth, it also increases the 
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low mass cutoff (LMCO) whereby low m/z ions generated by CID do not undergo stable 
trajectories and are lost, limiting the information obtained by completing the experiment. 
Tandem MS was demonstrated using the M+H+ ion for the beta blocker atenolol, m/z 267 
and required a complex scan function that utilized stored waveform inverse Fourier 
transform (SWIFT) for isolation and a second DAPI pulse to increase the manifold 
pressure during activation (Fig 4.12). During the 30 ms activation time the ion was 
repositioned and held at qz = 0.655, subjected to an increase in manifold pressure to 25 
mTorr necessary for increasing the number of collision events, and a supplementary RF 
at 241 kHz, 1 V0-p, to resonantly excite the ions. The results of this experiment show 
generation of fragment ions ant m/z 250 and m/z 225 indicative of ammonia and propene 
losses from the protonated molecule. The commonly expected fragment ions at m/z 190 
(concerted loss of propylamine and H2O) and m/z 116 (loss of p-hydroxylphenyl 
acetamide) were not observed due to the increased LMCO (Fig. 4.13). It is also 
noteworthy that over the same pressures and activation amplitudes, qz values below 0.655 
resulted in ion ejection prior to the onset of fragmentation. At qz = 0.655 the potential 
well depth was calculated to be 5.5 eV using the Dehmelt approximation. Fragmentation 
may be improved at increased qz values however, this would also further increase the 
LMCO and the fragments generated would be lost due to unstable trajectories. 
 
4.3.2.3 Multi-channel Signal Response 
 The ability to use multiple mass analyzers in parallel to improve analytical signal 
requires stringent physical requirements on the fabrication of the device so that all of the 
array elements perform nearly identically. Physical differences between individual ion 
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traps due to errors in the fabrication process and tolerances of the fabrication technique 
have an adverse affect on the overall performance of the device as changes to the 
geometry degrade mass resolution.[42, 43] Additionally, as the trapping dimensions of 
the device become smaller, mechanical imperfections have a greater effect on the 
analytical signal. While dimensional variation of r0 compromises the quality of the mass 
spectrum (Fig. 4.6) the differences in voltage at which ions of the same m/z are ejected 
from the ion trap are small enough that waveforms can be uniquely calibrated to 
individual channels in the array and used as a compensation method to recover an 
improved mass spectrum (Fig. 4.14 & 4.15). This approach represents a departure from 
previous operations of array devices in which a common RF drive was linked to the y-
electrode(s) for all ion traps. By operating each ion trap channel with an independent 
main RF drive signal, the spectral resolution obtained from operating multiple channels 
in parallel is dependent upon the accuracy of individual mass calibrations, stability of the 
RF signal, as well as the inherent resolution obtainable for individual channels. 
Limited by the number of available waveform generators, only 4 of the available 
8 channels in the array were used with RF calibration with individual channels. Signal 
response was obtained by fitting the [M+H]+ peak for propranolol to a Gaussian curve 
and then integrating over the m/z range that corresponded to 95% of the area. Because 
addition of multiple channels caused the propranolol peak to broaden by approximately 
13%, the Gaussian fit was completed for both single and mult-channel data sets (Fig. 
4.16). A calibration curve showing the signal response for one to four channels was 
constructed by analyzing propranolol at concentrations from 0.1 µg/ml to 4 µg/ml (three 
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replicates for each concentration) and atenolol at 10 µg/ml, used as a diagnostic analyte 
signal during execution of the experiments (Fig. 4.17).  
The improvement in sensitivity using 4 channels versus 1 was a factor of 2.7, in 
close agreement with the relative contributions from each channel when the area for each 
channel is measured individually. Not all channels contribute equally to the total 
analytical signal, this is likely due to a combination of the off-axis method of ion 
injection and the ability of an ion trap with compromised geometry to effectively disperse 
ions, i.e. ions of a given m/z eject over a wide range instead of a narrow range of RF 
amplitude voltages, during the analytical scan (Fig. 4.18). Additionally, no improvement 
to the limit of detection was observed through the operation of multiple channels. While 
increased signal was observed, so was the level of chemical noise. It is anticipated that 
the performance of this experiment would be improved by any experiment that exhibits 
improved selectivity for the target analyte and reduces chemical noise, thereby improving 
the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement, e.g. the ion(s) of interest are selectively 
isolated in the ion trap, all other ions are ejected, and the isolated ion(s) are scanned or, 
fragmented and then scanned. 
 
4.4 Conclusions 
 As ion traps and ion trap arrays are fabricated at smaller dimensions the accuracy 
and reproducibility of the fabrication technology is critical to the overall performance of 
the device. The controls discussed in this work were, straightforward to design and 
implement. Using such controls greatly improves the utility of parallel miniature ion trap 
arrays, by mitigating physical differences in r0 between array elements, thereby 
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improving overall array performance. Additionally, the controls are scalable to arrays of 
smaller ion traps. For example arrays of ion traps fabricates with r0 dimensions at micron 
scales could have provisions for these circuits to be implemented as a part of the analyzer 
architecture. This would allow for multiple levels of device sensitivity to be obtained or, 
individual ion traps that may have been damaged to be switched off. 
Similarly, individual ion traps or, groups of ion traps in the case of large arrays, 
could be operated with unique waveforms to compensate for geometric variability. 
Improvement to both sensitivity and spectral quality or amplification of signals due to 
particular ions or ions in a range of mass-to-charge values – separate sections of the array 
analyzer tuned to detect different target analytes could be afforded by such a control. As a 
side note the scalability of these controls does not need to be limited by the use of 
expensive arbitrary waveform generators. Instead, advances in the digital synthesis of 
electronic signals, such as the use of a field programmable gate array (FPGA) would 
allow a single chip to generate multiple low-amplitude, frequency-modulated, waveforms 
to drive the ion trap channels. 
 An unintended consequence of the flexibility afforded by these controls is the 
possibility of performing different kinds of experiments not available with single channel 
mass analyzers or arrays of mass analyzers that utilize a common drive RF. For example, 
the ability to selectively scan any ion trap channel at any arbitrary time point and collect 
mass spectral information (Fig 4.19). Considering that each ion trap in the array is a 
vessel for completing gas phase reactions, then the ability to preselect ions per channel on 
the basis of mass-to-charge and then selectively scan individual channels at arbitrary time 
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points may find utility in the study of gas phase ion/ion, ion/molecule reactions, or even 
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Table 4.1: Internal distance between X and Y-electrode pairs in the ion trap array. 
Measurements were taken for all 8 ion traps in the X-Y plane at the top of the ion trap 
array; NanoForm™ 15120 was used as the SLA resin. Measurements taken in 2010 
reflect the dimensions when the device was initially fabricated. ΔX and ΔY are the 
absolute values of the differences between the design dimension and the measured 
dimension. 2011 measurements were taken roughly 12 months after the device had been 
fabricated, under constant vacuum, and subjected to high amplitude RF. It is noteworthy 
to mention that the magnitude of the dimensional variation between the measurements 
taken in 2010 and 2011 differ by more than 100 µm for almost all traps and were 





















X (mm) Y (mm) X (mm) Y (mm) ΔX (mm) ΔY (mm) X (mm) Y (mm) ΔX (mm) ΔY (mm) ΔX (mm) ΔY (mm)
Trap 1 3.32 2.66 3.34 2.73 0.02 0.07 3.16 2.56 0.16 0.1 0.18 0.17
Trap 2 3.32 2.66 3.3 2.76 0.02 0.1 3.2 2.58 0.12 0.08 0.1 0.18
Trap 3 3.32 2.66 3.28 2.82 0.04 0.16 3.13 2.65 0.19 0.01 0.15 0.17
Trap 4 3.32 2.66 3.31 2.77 0.01 0.11 3.09 2.68 0.23 0.02 0.22 0.09
Trap 5 3.32 2.66 3.35 2.72 0.03 0.06 3.23 2.67 0.09 0.01 0.12 0.05
Trap 6 3.32 2.66 3.31 2.77 0.01 0.11 3.22 2.64 0.1 0.02 0.09 0.13
Trap 7 3.32 2.66 3.29 2.81 0.03 0.15 3.14 2.81 0.18 0.15 0.15 0
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Figure 4.5: 50 µg/ml MRFA, m/z 524.3 [M+H]+, Red trace is the spectrum acquired with 
all channels in the array being acquired simultaneously. Blue trace is the summation of 
signal acquired from channels 1 through 8 independently and then summed to total trace. 
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Figure 4.8: Effect of pulse duration on mass assignment and peak resolution for 50 µg/ml 
MRFA, m/z 524.3 [M+H]+ . For a 50 ms pulse duration FWHM values are approximately 
5 amu while reducing the duration to 20 ms improved the resolution approximately 2 amu. 
15 ms was tested to verify that no further improvements were obtained by continuing to 
reduce the pulse duration. 
 
 











Figure 4.9: 50 µg/ml MRFA, m/z 524.3 [M+H]+, fully optimized source conditions 
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Figure 4.14: N,N-Diethyl-meta-toluamide (DEET) fragment m/z 119 and  monomer m/z 
192 and respectively A) Ion traps 1 and 4 driven independently using the multi-channel 
operational amplifier circuits described in the text. Most apparent is the DEET monomer 
ejecting from trap 1 just before trap 4. B) qz values for all ions in trap 1 have been 
increased by increasing the amplitude of the RF waveform. Ions eject at roughly the same 
time for the two channels. C) Further increase of the RF waveform amplitude causes ions 

























































































Figure 4.16: A) Single channel B) Multi-channel Gaussian fits to propranolol [M+H]+ 
signal to define the limits of integration. The area between the low m/z (L1 & L4) and the 
high m/z (H1& H4) define ~95% of the peak area based upon the fit. m/z values inside 





























Figure 4.17: Signal response due to one or four channels for propranolol and atenolol. 
Increased sensitivity obtained by operating multiple channels in parallel. Response was 
linear from 100 ng/ml to 1400 ng/ml and had good linearity over this range as 
represented by the R2 values; 0.982 and 0.97 for one and four channels respectively. 














































Figure 4.18: Relative contribution for each channel in the array for the composite 
spectrum. Note that not all channels contribute equally to the analyte response and that 
not all channels have the same resolution performance. Resonance ejection parameters 
were tuned for channel 4 and used for all other channels (only one AC signal was 
available on the LCQ instrument). Recalibrated RF waveforms helped to adjust ion 



































































Figure 4.19: Independently controlled RF waveforms allow mass analysis to be 
completed for any ion trap channel at any time point. The above figure shows an 
atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) mass spectrum of DEET from ion trap 
1 and 4, but each ion trap channel was scanned at two different time points, i.e. ion trap 1 
was scanned first and upon completion the detector was left on to collect the ion signal 
from trap 4 in which the RF amplitude (from an independent waveform) was scanned. 
While it was not necessary to scan ion trap 4 following ion trap 1, any element in the 
array could be scanned in any order, this demonstrated that ions continued to remain 
trapped in adjacent traps that were not scanned after the first RF ramp. The mass scales 
from each ion trap are the same and there is no relevance to the difference in peak heights 
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X-electrodes 316 stainless steel 2
Y-electrodes 316 stainless steel 2
Front end caps 316 stainless steel 1
Rear end caps 316 stainless steel 1
Ceramic spacers Glass-Mica (Ultra High temp) 2
Trap holders Polycarbonate (Lexan) 2
nylon inserts Nylon-66 4
2-56 screws (5/16 in) Stainless steel 16
2-56 screws (1.0 in) Stainless steel 4
No. 2 washers Stainless steel 20
Rectilinear Ion Trap Parts Assembly Parts List
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Location RIT DIMENSIONS (in.) DESIGN DIMENSION (in.) TOLERANCE (in.)
Gap between ion trap and front endcap 0.061 0.0625 0.005
Gap between ion trap and rear endcap 0.06 0.0625 0.005
Front endcap ion injection apeature 0.197 0.197 0.005
Ion ejection slit: X-electrode (1) 0.039 0.039 0.005
Ion ejection slit: X-electrode (2) 0.039 0.039 0.005
Length X-electrode (1) 1.576 1.575 0.005
Length X-electrode (2) 1.576 1.575 0.005
Length Y-electrode (1) 1.575 1.575 0.005
Length Y-electrode (2) 1.5755 1.575 0.005
Internal distance between X-electrodes (front) 0.3965 0.394 0.005
Internal distance between X-electrodes (rear) 0.3975 0.394 0.005
Internal distance between Y-electrodes (front) 0.312 0.315 0.005
Internal distance between Y-electrodes (rear) 0.3125 0.315 0.005
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